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Abstract 

Arterial stiffness is an important biometric in predicting cardiovascular diseases, since mechanical 
properties serve as indicators of several pathologies such as e.g. atherosclerosis. Shear Wave 
Elastography (SWE) could serve as a valuable non-invasive diagnostic tool for assessing arterial 
stiffness, with the technique proven efficient in large homogeneous tissue. However the accuracy 
within arterial applications is still uncertain, following the lack of proper validation. Therefore, 
the aim of this study was to assess the accuracy of SWE in arterial phantoms of poly(vinyl 
alcohol) cryogel by developing an experimental setup with an additional mechanical testing setup 
as a reference method. The two setups were developed to generate identical stress states on the 
mounted phantoms, with a combination of axial loads and static intraluminal pressures. The 
acquired radiofrequency-data was analysed in the frequency domain with retrieved dispersion 
curves fitted to a Lamb-wave based wave propagation model. The results indicated a significant 
correlation between SWE and mechanical measurements for the arterial phantoms, with an 
average relative error of 10 % for elastic shear moduli in the range of 23 to 108 kPa. The 
performed accuracy quantification implies a satisfactory performance level and as well as a 
general feasibility of SWE in arterial vessels, indicating the potential of SWE as a future 
cardiovascular diagnostic tool.  

Keywords: Accuracy assessment, Arteries, Phantoms, Poly(vinyl alcohol), Mechanical testing, 
Shear Modulus, Shear Wave Elastography, Ultrasound   



 
 

  



 

Sammanfattning 

Kunskap om kärlväggens mekaniska egenskaper kan bidra med viktig information vid 
diagnosticeringen av en rad olika hjärt-kärlsjukdomar, då artärers lokala mekaniska styvhet är 
direkt relaterad till diverse patologiska förändringar så som ex. åderförkalkning. 
Skjuvvågselastografi (SWE) är en icke-invasiv ultraljudsbaserad diagnostiseringsteknik med 
potential att avbilda och uppskatta kärlstelhet, då tekniken visat sig kunna generera kvantitativ 
information om mekaniska egenskaper hos större organ. Dock är teknikens applicerbarhet inom 
kärlapplikationer ännu osäker, då ingen genomgående validering eller kvantifiering av uppmätta 
mekaniska värden genomförts på SWE för kärl. Målet med denna studie var därför att 
kvantitativt utvärdera SWE på artärformade fantomer av poly(vinyl alkohol) genom att utveckla 
en experimentell uppställning med en medföljande mekanisk referensmetod. De två 
uppställningarna konstruerades till att generera identiska spänningstillstånd (i form av 
kombinerad axiell last och ansatt statiskt innertryck) på de testade fantomerna. För SWE-
uppställningen analyserades den uppmätta skjuvvågen genom en Lambvågsbaserad 
kurvanpassningsalgoritm. De uppmätta värdena från SWE och mekanisk testning uppvisade en 
tydlig överenstämmelse, med ett uppskattat relativt fel för de SWE-uppmätta skjuvmodulerna på 
10 % inom ett testat spann på 23 till 108 kPa. Den genomförda noggrannhetsstudien visar på att 
korrekta mätningar av kärlstelhet kan genomföras med SWE, och antyder mätmetodens potential 
som en framtida kardiovaskulär undersöknings- och diagnostiseringsteknik.  

Nyckelord: Artärer, Fantomer, Kvantitativ noggrannhetsbedömning, Mekanisk testning, 
Poly(vinyl alkohol), Skjuvmodul, Skjuvvågselastografi, Ultraljud  
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1. Introduction 

To examine and treat the human body as a scientific biological system has been well known to 
mankind for a long time. Dating back to ancient Egypt, standard practices on medical and 
surgical treatment have been discovered with the Edwin Smith Papyrus being perhaps the most 
important finding in the field [1]. In ancient Greece general scientific practice expanded further, 
with significant advances made in the development of mathematics, physics and not least medical 
science [2]. Since then, the field of bioengineering has come to investigate the biological, medical 
and scientific aspects of the human body in numerous ways, however with the main advances 
made during the last century thanks to the ground breaking steps made possible by modern 
technological aids and the development of advanced computational software.  

Within medical diagnostics, these advancements in technology and scientific knowledge have 
created a vast field of new techniques being able to detect and identify pathological disorders in a 
much more sophisticated way. One of these newly developed techniques is Shear Wave 
Elastography (SWE), which provides information on elastic mechanical properties of investigated 
tissue by imaging the propagation of shear waves induced by ultrasonic excitation. Such 
information on mechanical properties can provide relevant diagnostic information since there 
appears to be a direct correlation between changes in tissue elasticity and several pathological 
disorders [3-5]; knowledge that has been traditionally used within palpation. SWE has in contrast 
to conventional techniques shown potential to provide quantitative information of localized 
features even when internally located [6-8], wherefore much focus has been put on developments 
of the technique. 

Initially applied for detection of malignant lesions within breast tissue, the SWE technique has 
since been expanded and applied to various medical fields. Developed SWE techniques are able 
to detect the overall decay of elastic properties related to cirrhosis [9] as well as the localized 
stiffer nodules of carcinogenic thyroid tissue [5]. Recently, applying SWE to vascular tissue has 
gained specific research interest, with the technique potentially being able to detect and 
characterise vulnerable atherosclerotic plaque formations, identified as one of the main causes of 
ischemic stroke [10], or identify local mechanical changes in arterial stiffness, possibly related to 
arterial aneurysm developments [11]. 

At the School of Technology and Health (STH) at the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH) in 
Stockholm, SWE for arterial applications has become a specific field of research, where focus 
until now has been on the identification and characterisation of plaque aggregates in the carotid 
artery. So far developments have been made in adjusting acoustic sequence and acquisition 
algorithms [12, 13], however work is still needed in order to validate the technique when applied 
on vascular tissue. Blood vessels experience both a highly confined geometry as well as a 
transient loading scenario, presenting problems for the shear wave propagation with a loading 
setup which has not been properly validated in previous studies of SWE [12, 14, 15]. An in-detail 
assessment of the accuracy of the SWE measurements with mechanical testing as a reference 
method would create a more thorough understanding of the feasibility and applicability of SWE 
in arterial vessels. Such information could prove vital in the continuing research development as 
well as for the potential clinical implementation of SWE in vascular diagnostics. It is within this 
matter, that the following study has been performed. 
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2. Purpose of Study 

The purpose of the following study has been to investigate the measurement accuracy of SWE 
when used for arterial applications. The accuracy assessment was to be performed by optimising 
an existing SWE setup, and by creating a referential mechanical testing setup from which 
comparable elastic shear modulus values could be retrieved. The focus has been to measure 
arterial-shaped phantoms, aimed to be used within future research on vascular mechanics and 
pathologies of the circulatory system.  

To achieve the above, the study was divided into three main parts:  

First, a characterization of the used phantom material was to be performed in order to serve as a 
referential background for the accuracy assessment on arterial phantoms, and to provide a more 
general understanding of the fundamental phantom material properties.  

Second, a series of SWE measurements were to be performed on phantoms of changing 
geometries, in order to better understand the effects introduced by confined geometries on the 
induced shear wave propagation. Through this, an optimised SWE setup and post-processing 
scheme was to be developed ahead of the main accuracy assessment of the arterial phantoms.  

Finally, the main accuracy assessment of SWE was to be performed using pressurized arterial 
phantoms. By creating a mechanical setup with a generated stress-state identical to that of the 
SWE-setup, referential elastic shear modulus values of the tested arterial phantoms were to be 
retrieved. Using theses, the accuracy of the performed SWE measurements were to be 
quantitatively assessed and evaluated.  
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3. Background 

3.1 Ultrasound Diagnostics 

Diagnostic ultrasound is a medical imaging modality used to visualize the internal structure of 
soft biological tissue [16]. By recording the echoes and reflections of a propagating ultrasonic 
pressure wave appearing at tissue acoustic boundaries and irregularities, a quantitative image can 
be acquired of the investigated subcutaneous tissue.  

Being initially implemented for medical purposes in a pioneering work by Dussik in 1942 to 
detect neuromas in brain tissue [17], as well as in another important work by Ludwig et al in 1949 
to detect embedded gallstone samples in muscle tissue [18], ultrasound based imaging techniques 
have today become a standard part of modern medical practice. Nowadays diagnostic ultrasound 
can be used for numerous applications, ranging from monitoring the development of foetuses 
[19] to making detailed measurements of blood flow and stenosis in arteries [20] as well as 
assessing the dilation and function of cardiac ventricles [21], to mention only a few. 

In principle, ultrasound imaging is based on a pulse-echo system with the transmission of 
acoustic waves in the MHz range into a given material sample, and the subsequent registration of 
the reflections and echoes of the same waves [22]. As the propagation of acoustic waves depends 
on the acoustic impedance of the medium through which it propagates [23], any change in 
impedance imposed by material boundaries, internal inhomogeneities etc. will give rise to a 
change in the propagating wave form as well as in the retrieved echoed signal. By recording 
amplitude and travelled time of the echoed wave signals (often denoted as the radio-frequency 
(RF) data), an image of the structure through which the wave has travelled can be acquired, with 
boundaries and inhomogeneities appearing as distinct echoed signals, see Figure 1. Note that in 
order to compensate for the loss in signal intensity with depth following tissue attenuation, so 
called time gain compensation procedures are often implemented in the signal acquisition to scale 
the output signal [24].  

 

Figure 1: Schematic overview of the principle of ultrasonic imaging with a transmitted ultrasonic 
wave being reflected back to the transducer at tissue boundaries. The magnitude of the reflected 
amplitude corresponds to the difference in impedance between the materials in section (a), (b) and (c), 
respectively (adapted from [25]). 
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Depending on the form of the transmitted wave, as well as the way of retrieving and post-
processing the echoed signal, different information can be displayed in different ways. In its most 
simple form, a single pulse-echo signal can be generated and retrieved, with information of the 
apparent amplitude being retrieved along a single line in an amplitude mode (A-mode) image [16]. 
More clinically useful is the brightness mode (B-mode) where lateral information is added by 
gathering information from laterally distributed pulse-echo signals [26]. The amplitude intensity 
of the gathered signal is translated into an apparent brightness in the displayed image, giving rise 
to the typical grey-scale image commonly associated with diagnostic ultrasound, see Figure 2 for 
an illustrative example.  

 

Figure 2: Typical outlook of an ultrasound image of a developing foetus (a portrait of the artist as a 
young man).  

Apart from the A- and B-mode images outlined above, a wide variety of different ultrasonic 
imaging modalities exist, all able to provide different types of information of the investigated 
tissue behaviour and structure. Doppler mode or Doppler ultrasound represents one broad 
application field of diagnostic ultrasound worth mentioning, where the phase shift or reflected 
waves from moving objects are used to monitor the motions of body fluids or organ structures 
over time [27].  

Following the relative simplicity in technical setup in comparison to other medical imaging 
modalities such as computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), diagnostic 
ultrasound is often a preferred imaging modality when performing general non-invasive 
investigations of internal tissues and organs [28, 29]. In addition, due to its high temporal 
resolution [26], ultrasound imaging allows for coverage of temporal phenomena such as changes 
in blood flow [30] and organ movement during the cardiac cycle [31] that cannot be acquired 
using CT or MRI. Diagnostic ultrasound is also generally considered a cost-efficient [32] and 
patient safe investigation technique [33], even though recent studies indicate possible neurological 
risks induced by extensive ultrasonography [34-36].  

However, comparing with CT and MRI, ultrasound-based techniques have relatively poor spatial 
resolution [37], with a trade-off between axial resolution and penetration depth, with both being 
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related to the frequency of the propagating wave [38]. For diagnostic ultrasound, the resolution 
will increase with increasing frequency; however, such a high-frequency signal will not be able to 
penetrate deep into the investigated tissue following increased tissue attenuation [37]. 
Additionally, ultrasound-based techniques have troubles penetrating bones and gas-filled 
compartments, making imaging of the brain and lungs (or organs being in close vicinity) 
problematic [26, 39]. 

3.2. Elastography 

3.2.1. Fundamental Setup 

Elastography refers to a set of medical imaging techniques used to map the elastic properties of 
soft tissue. Even though having evolved only during the last few decades, there exist a broad 
variety of different technical setups all being able to perform elastography measurements. 

Elastography originates from the fundamental idea that changes in mechanical properties and 
especially the elasticity of biological tissue are related to possible pathological change of the same 
[3-5]. Among many examples, it has been shown that malignant lesions in breast or prostate 
tissue appear as mechanically stiffer nodules [3, 40], that the development of carotid plaque tissue 
changes the overall mechanical properties of the vessel (increasing the risk for ischemic stroke) 
[41], and that cirrhosis is known to result in an overall decrease of mechanical stiffness of the 
liver [42]. Interestingly, it has also been indicated that mechanical analysis may provide even more 
sophisticated in-depth information regarding pathological changes by e.g. enabling differentiation 
between malignant and benignant tissue developments (shown explicitly in thyroid tissue [5]), or 
by proving influential in the rate of cancerous spread at cellular level [43-46]. 

Traditionally evaluation of tissue stiffness was performed through palpation, characterised by a 
manual hand-guided examination by a physician. Apart from being highly subjective in relying on 
the experience and intuition of the individual physician, the technique is restricted to changes on 
or close to the skin surface and may not successfully be able to track internally lying localized 
nodules (as sometimes the case in scirrhous carcinoma of the breast [40]) or overall changes of 
mechanical stiffness (as e.g. in the case of cirrhosis [42]).  

Trying to overcome the drawbacks of manual palpation, intensive research in the field of medical 
imaging rendered a variety of different medical imaging modalities being able to assess the 
apparent elastic stiffness of the investigated tissue. Even though different in their construction, 
all techniques were based on the same fundamental physical feature: the measurement of an 
externally or internally induced tissue movement by a medical imaging modality (generally in the 
form of ultrasound or MRI).  

As one of the pioneers in the field, Ophir et al [4] introduced the method of static elastography. 
In this extensive novel work, an externally applied static force generated a loading of the tissue, 
which was measured using an ultrasonic pulse. By assuming constant loading of the tissue, a 
qualitative measure of elastic modulus was achieved, providing a so-called 2D-elastogram with 
internal ratios of elastic moduli between different tissue regions. Although the novelty of the 
work is not to be overlooked, the main drawback lies in the non-quantitative measure of the 
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method: without any precise knowledge of local stress state in the tissue, no quantitative measure 
of elastic properties can be made. 

The major technical advancement from the static elastography was the introduction of a dynamic 
loading, creating a travelling wave through the material. Early on, the use of MRI to excite and 
register the tissue movement proved to be very successful in retrieving quantitative mechanical 
data for the investigated tissue [47]. Trying however to overcome the extensive acquisition time 
needed for MRI (limiting measurements to static phenomena) attention was turned to ultrasonic 
imaging techniques. The concept of using a focused ultrasonic signal to induce an acoustic 
radiation force and a subsequent local loading of the investigated spurred the development of a 
range of new elastography techniques, as displayed in overview in Figure 3. Above all, the 
methods of transient elastography [48-50] became especially successful, with the most prominent 
ones in recent years being Shear Wave Elastography (SWE), including Shear Wave Elasticity 
Imaging (SWEI) introduced by Sarvazyan et al during the mid-1990s [48, 49, 51, 52], and 
Supersonic Shear Imaging (SSI), introduced in the early 21st century by Bercoff et al [50, 53].  

 

Figure 3: Overview of elastography measurement techniques based on ultrasonic acoustic radiation 
force loading. The figure includes the following methods: Acoustic streaming in diagnostic ultrasound 
[54], sonorheometry [55], acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) [56], shear wave elasticity imaging 
[49], supersonic shear imaging (SSI) [50], shear wave spectroscopy (SWS) [57], spatially modulated 
ultrasound radiation force (SMURF) [58], vibro-acoustography [59], harmonic motion imaging (HMI) 
[60], shear wave dispersion ultrasound vibrometry (SDUV) [61], and crawling wave spectroscopy 
(CWS) [62] (adapted from [63]). For details of each, please refer to the associated reference. 

3.2.2. Shear Wave Elastography 

Shear Wave Elastography (SWE) refers to the subset of elastography methods where a transient 
excitation of the investigated tissue, induced by an ultrasound-generated acoustic radiation force, 
causes a propagating low-frequency shear wave [63]. By tracking the travelling shear wave, it is 
possible estimate the apparent shear modulus of the investigated tissue.  

In its most fundamental parts SWE works as follows: by focusing an ultrasonic beam at a specific 
depth, an induced acoustic radiation force will cause a mechanical excitation of the investigated 
tissue at the specific localized point [49]. As a consequence of this sudden local straining, a shear 
wave, a mechanical transverse wave propagating without volumetric change [64], will be induced 
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and propagate out from the point of excitation in the investigated tissue. Since shear waves travel 
at a significantly lower velocity than conventional ultrasonic waves (travelling in the form of 
longitudinal compressional waves) [50], a second set of ultrasonic waves can be used to capture 
the travelling shear wave and its corresponding tissue response. This second set of waves can be 
generated and recorded using either a set of external imaging transducers [49], or alternatively by 
using the same transducer that generated the acoustic radiation force [52]. Once having retrieved 
RF data for the imaged propagating shear wave, tissue displacement and shear wave speed (and 
subsequently tissue elastic properties) can be estimated using typically phase-shift [65] or cross-
correlation based algorithms [66], both based on sampling time-of-flight measurements. 
Common in shear wave elastography measurement, and as is the case for the equipment used in 
the current work, the retrieved RF data is condensed into demodulated in-phase and quadrature 
(IQ) data, from which information regarding wave propagation and tissue deformation can be 
retrieved. Details on how this is done in the current work are given in section 4.3. A schematic 
illustration of the fundamental working principle of SWE is given in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Schematic overview of SWE working principle with a focused transducer signal initiating an 
acoustic wave propagation within the material. In the above, the wave propagation is tracked by a set 
of external imaging transducers (adapted from [49]). 

The main advantage of SWE is that it allows analysis of local tissue properties, following the 
defined focal points of the ultrasonic beam. This ability for highly-localized information has been 
proven especially advantageous in e.g. early-stage diagnostics of deep malignant changes [50] or 
in the assessment of hepatitis through detection of small hepatic fibrosis [67]. Importantly, tissue 
characterisation can be performed using retrieved information on elastic shear properties, 
following the wide range of shear elastic properties reported in-vivo. Studies indicate that the shear 
modulus of common biological tissue ranges over several orders of magnitude, from 
approximately 103 Pa for glandular tissue up to 1010 Pa for cortical bone tissue [68, 69]. In 
comparison, the same broad spectrum is for compressive bulk properties not present, as seen in 
Figure 5.  
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Figure 5: Mechanical bulk and shear modulus range of biological tissue (from [49]). 

Being one of the first to introduce transient elastography and SWE, Sarvazyan et al [49] did in 
1998 present a functioning experimental setup, denoted Shear Wave Elasticity Imaging (SWEI). 
Initially based on an MR imaging to capture the resulting tissue deformation, Nightingale et al 
[70] extended the setup by using the above described procedure of employing a second set of 
ultrasonic waves to image the travelling shear wave.  

From the above, an important extension of the basic SWE setup is the Supersonic Shear Imaging 
(SSI) system created by Bercoff et al [50] at the ESPCI in Paris, France. In SSI the acoustic force 
point excitation used in traditional SWE is replaced by multiple excitations along a depth line. 
This excitation line is generated by moving the focal point of the acoustic radiation into the 
investigated tissue at a velocity exceeding the velocity of the outgoing shear wave (therefore 
denoted as a supersonic velocity), see Figure 6 for a schematic overview. Advantageous with SSI 
is the creation of a nearly plane wave front of the shear wave (instead of a spherical one, as in the 
case of traditional SWE), increasing the validity for the time-of-flight measurements [71], as well 
as enabling for the capturing of a full 2D-elastogram in one single measurement [50]. However, 
this comes with more sophisticated and complex post-processing procedure, increasing 
computational time and making retrieved data for shear wave speed and elastic moduli non-
intuitive with a greater need for validation studies. 
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Figure 6: (a) Working principle of the plane shear wave imaging created through the technique of 
supersonic shear imaging, with the focal point of the ultrasonic excitation being continuously moved 
deeper into the tissue over time. (b) Experimental results displaying the propagating plane shear wave 
[50] (adapted from [50]). 

Since its implementation in the late 1990s, SWE has been applied in several clinical settings. 
Being explored extensively regarding the characterisation of breast lesions [6, 40, 72, 73] studies 
have been conducted on liver [74], thyroid gland [5], urinal bladder [75] and brain tissue [76]. 
Recently, the use of elastography or strain-imaging methods for arterial applications has gained an 
increasing interest, with studies having been performed on the carotid artery [77, 78], the 
abdominal aorta [79], and coronary arteries [80]. Specifically, studies have been performed to 
assess and characterise atherosclerotic plaque formations within arteries both using strain imaging 
techniques [81-83] as well SWE based ones [12], in order to get a more detailed understanding of 
the potential vulnerable mechanisms of the formed plaque. However, problems remain in 
properly assessing the accuracy of SWE measurements.  
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For approximately homogeneous, isotropic, soft tissue such as breast or liver, the elastic 
properties estimated by SWE have been validated using traditional mechanical uniaxial 
compressional tests of solid body specimens [50, 84, 85], even though some discrepancies when 
using ultrasonic elastography have been reported [86]. However, extending into highly confined 
geometries (such as tubular vessels) or non-isotropic tissue (such as tendon or muscle tissue), the 
direct comparison between uniaxial mechanical solid body testing and the SWE performed is no 
longer valid, following the more complex loading configuration and wave propagation at hand. 
Even though some preliminary validations have been attempted on assessed strain image data 
[78] or on elastic properties estimated from ultrasound imaging of embedded porcine arteries 
[87], when assessing the elastic properties of arterial tissue using SWE imaging, distinct 
discrepancies to performed mechanical tests have been reported [12], highlighting the need for 
future validation of the SWE setup for arterial applications. 

3.3. Vascular Biomechanics 

3.3.1. Mechanics of Vascular Tissue 

Human arterial tissue generally consists of four microscopic building units: endothelial cells, 
elastin, collagen and smooth muscle cells. On a larger scale, three different layers can be 
distinguished: the tunica intima, the tunica media, and the tunica adventitia, as displayed in 
overview in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Overview of the main constituents of a healthy human artery (adapted from [90]) 

The tunica intima represents the innermost layer of the arterial vessel, consisting of a single layer 
of endothelial cells with an underlying connective tissue base, generally made up of type IV 
collagen [88]. Being in direct contact with the blood flow the tunica intima has an important 
biological role in the prevention of formation of thrombosis, which is why pathological changes 
of the tunica intima has been associated with the formation of atherosclerotic plaque [89, 90]. 
Even though the close-packed endothelial cells of the tunica intima have some mechanical 
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contribution, its role in the overall structural behaviour of the arterial vessel is generally regarded 
as negligible [90, 91]. This generally only applies for healthy vessels, whereas in the case of 
increased age or significant atherosclerotic development this may no longer be the case [92]. 

The tunica media represents the intermediate layer of the arterial vessel, consisting mainly of 
smooth muscles cells embedded in a complex network of elastin and collagen fibrils [93]. One of 
the main functions of the tunica media is to enable for an adaptive constriction and dilation of 
the arterial diameter, according to the varying pressure of the blood flow [94]. This distensibility 
of the tunica media, with a significant amount of adaptive elastin fibres, makes the tunica media 
the most significant layer of the arterial wall from a mechanical point of view [90].  

The tunica adventitia can generally be interpreted as the outer supporting safety-barrier of the 
vessel, allowing for some distension whilst still keeping the vessel in a somewhat conformed 
tubular shape. The tunica adventitia consists primarily of thick bundles of collagen fibres 
embedded in complex extracellular matrix of elastin, fibroblasts and nerves [91, 95]. At low 
pressures the tunica adventitia contributes much less to the mechanical stiffness of the artery 
than the tunica media, following the strain-stiffening behaviour of the collagen network. 
However, at increasing pressure the collagen fibres of the tunica adventitia gets straightened out, 
subsequently activating a distinct stiffening of the arterial wall. This biological behaviour 
underlines the function of the tunica adventitia as an outermost safety-layer, preventing the vessel 
from acute distension or even rupture [90]. 

If approaching arterial tissue as a macroscopic material rather than consisting of the above 
depicted biological layers, it exhibits typical non-linear behaviour with both structural 
components and geometrical conformity contributing to this behaviour [91, 96]. As outlined 
above, the basic principles of the mechanical behaviour of the arterial wall can be described by 
the interplay between elastin and collagen fibres at different stretches, with the collagen fibres 
taking over an increasing fraction of the overall wall stress as they are being taut with increasing 
pressure. This creates a typical strain-stiffening behaviour for the arterial wall, as outlined in 
Figure 8. This typical stiffening generally occurs at around physiological strain levels [97]. 

 

Figure 8: Non-linear strain-hardening mechanical behaviour, typically displayed by the arterial wall 
(adapted from [98]) 

The above behaviour can in some ways be seen as typical for a non-linear material, with material 
models to describe such outlined briefly in 3.3.2. With regards to this specific behaviour, arterial 
tissue is often mechanically described as a rubber material [99].  
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Apart from the non-linear nature of the arterial wall, both collagen and elastin are intrinsically 
anisotropic [100], with the same generally being ascribed for the overall behaviour of the arterial 
wall. Furthermore, vascular tissue behaves as a typical viscoelastic material, with tissue samples 
exhibiting cyclic load hysteresis, stress relaxation, as well as creep behaviour [91]. However, it has 
been indicated that arterial wall tissue is relatively insensitive to changes in strain rate [101].  

Lastly, a feature of the arterial wall simplifying its mathematical modelling is that it under 
physiological load levels behaves as a nearly incompressible material [102, 103]. As outlined by 
Humphrey [94], this feature can be intuitively understood from the fact that the arterial wall 
consists largely of water which, apart from at high pressures or velocities, can be regarded as 
incompressible.  

3.3.2. Constitutive Models for Hyperelastic Incompressible Materials 

Hyperelasticity generally refers to a subset of constitutive models, describing material mechanical 
behaviour using its strain energy density, 𝑊, with principal components of the Cauchy stresses 
for an incompressible material (𝜆1𝜆2𝜆3 = 1) defined as by equation 1: 

 
𝜎𝑖 = 𝜆𝑖

𝜕𝑊
𝜕𝜆𝑖

− 𝑝ℎ 
 
(1) 

with 𝜆𝑖 denoting the principal stretches of the material (denoting the transform from referential 
to deformed configuration [104]) and 𝑝ℎ being the unknown hydrostatic stress, determined from 
given boundary conditions. With such a stretch-based constitutive relation the stress state will be 
solely dependent on the deviatoric deformation, not taking volumetric changes and related stress 
states into account (thus valid in theory only for incompressible materials). Theories taking 
volumetric change have been proposed [105], however, the assumption of incompressibility has 
been argued legitimate for elastic rubber materials subjected to shear loading, where volumetric 
changes are expected in the magnitude of 0.01% [105, 106].  

Even though not restricted to such, hyperelastic constitutive relations are commonly used to 
describe non-linear mechanical behaviour of an incompressible material occurring at e.g. large 
deformations [90] or for similar mechanical behaviour for complex internal material composition 
[107]. Hyperelastic material models have proven especially useful within describing polymeric or 
rubber-based material behaviour, as well as within the biomechanical field of soft tissue 
mechanics. This partly due to the complex internal micro-structure of these materials, but for 
biological soft tissue also following the large strains permitted and experienced in-vivo.  

For isotropic materials, one of the basic models introduced to describe the strain energy density 
of a deformable material is the Neo-Hookean material model, with strain energy density function 
given by equation 2: 

 𝑊 = 𝑐(𝐼1 − 3) (2) 

Where 𝑐 is a material specific parameter and 𝐼1 the first invariant of the Left Cauchy-Green 
tensor (𝐼1 = 𝜆12 + 𝜆22 + 𝜆32). The model was initially developed for polymeric materials, trying to 
capture the reptation behaviour of polymeric chains at mechanical loading. The model is though 
limited in scope and often underestimates the stress-state at large deformations, wherefore it has 
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been recommended to restrict its use to strains below 20% [94]. Note that when fitting neo-
Hookean data into small-strain theory (𝜆𝑖 → 1) it can be shown that the linear-elastic shear 
modulus, 𝐺, (valid at infinitesimal strains) is related to the neo-Hookean material parameter 𝑐 as 
per equation 3: 

 𝐺 = 2𝑐 (3) 

To describe material behaviour at even larger strains, the Mooney-Rivlin is often deployed 
(sometimes seen as a direct extension of the basic Neo-Hookean model). For such, the strain 
energy density is described by equation 4: 

 𝑊 = 𝑐1(𝐼1 − 3) + 𝑐2(𝐼2 − 3) (4) 

With 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 being material parameters, and 𝐼1 and 𝐼2 being the first and second invariant of 
the left Cauchy-Green tensor, respectively (𝐼2 = 𝜆12𝜆22 + 𝜆22𝜆32 + 𝜆32𝜆12). Similarly as for the Neo-
Hookean model, the material parameters 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 can be related to the linear-elastic shear 
modulus for infinitesimal strains as per equation 5: 

 𝐺 = 2(𝑐1 + 𝑐2) (5) 

The basic Mooney-Rivlin formulation of the strain energy density given above can be expanded 
by introducing higher order terms for the two invariants, respectively [108]. This is commonly 
implemented in commercial finite element software, however will not be dealt with in the 
following work.  

3.4. Acoustic Wave Propagation in Elastic Solids  

In the following, a short introduction to basic theories of acoustic wave propagation is given. 
Beginning with wave motion through infinite media, theories for guided waves focusing on plate 
and tubular geometries are given, together with a short overview of specific recent procedures 
having been used in SWE analysis of arterial vessel phantoms.  

3.4.1. Infinite Media 

Addressing SWE theoretically, it is essential to start from basic theoretical assumptions of 
acoustic waves travelling through an infinite medium. Generally, any acoustic wave can be 
analysed as being related to the internal stresses initiated by its propagation through an arbitrary 
constitutive relation. If implementing this into Newton’s second law of motion (neglecting 
possible accelerating body forces), the homogeneous equation of motion for seismic wave 
propagation can be derived as per equation 6 [109]: 

 
𝜌
𝜕2𝒖
𝜕𝑡2

−  
𝜕𝜎𝑖𝑗
𝜕𝑥

= 0 
 
(6) 

with 𝜌 being the medium mass density, 𝒖 the wave displacement tensor, 𝜎𝑖𝑗 the stress tensor 
(expressed using index summation), 𝑡 time and 𝑥 spatial distance. The stress tensor is, as 
previously mentioned, related to the mechanical properties of the investigated material through 
the generalized Hooke’s law of elasticity, given by equation 7 [110]:  
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 𝜎𝑖𝑗 = 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙𝜀𝑘𝑙 (7) 

with 𝜀𝑘𝑙 and 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 being the strain and elasticity tensors. For an isotropic material the elasticity 
tensor is given by equation 8 [111] (𝛿𝑖𝑗 represents the Kronecker delta): 

 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑙 = 𝜆𝛿𝑖𝑗𝛿𝑘𝑙 + 𝜇(𝛿𝑖𝑘𝛿𝑗𝑙 + 𝛿𝑖𝑙𝛿𝑗𝑘) (8) 

with 𝜆 and µ being the so called Lamé constants, related to the elastic shear modulus, 𝐺, and 
Poisson’s ratio, 𝜈, by equation 9 and 10 [112]:  

 
𝜆 =

2𝑣𝐺
1 − 2𝑣

 
 
(9) 

 𝜇 = 𝐺 (10) 

If inserting equations 7–10 into equation 6 together with assumptions of small strains relating the 
strain and displacement tensors to each other, this renders Navier’s wave equation which 
describes the motion of a propagating acoustic wave through an infinite isotropic elastic medium 
as given by equation 11 [113]: 

 
𝜌
𝜕2𝒖
𝜕𝑡2

= 𝜇∇2𝒖 + (𝜆 + 𝜇)∇(∇ ∙ 𝒖) 
 
(11) 

A common way to solve the above is through the use of a Helmholtz decomposition [114], 
dividing the displacement 𝒖 into a rotational, 𝑯, and non-rotational component, 𝜙, respectively, 
as in equation 12: 

 𝒖 = ∇ × 𝑯 + ∇𝜙 (12) 

Substituting the above into equation 11 yields an equation system describing the motion of the 
two separate decomposed waves, given by equations 13 and 14: 

 𝜕2𝜙
𝜕𝑡2

−
𝜆 + 2𝜇
𝜌

∇2𝜙 = 0 
 
(13) 

 𝜕2𝑯
𝜕𝑡2

−
𝜇
𝜌
∇2𝑯 = 0 

 
(14) 

As demonstrated by Bingham [110] this set represents a simple decomposition of the travelling 
wave into a compression and shear wave part, travelling with the phase velocities given by 
equations 15 and 16, respectively: 

 
𝑣𝑐 = �

𝜆 + 2𝜇
𝜌

 

 
(15) 

 
𝑣𝑠 = �

𝜇
𝜌

 
 
(16) 
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Important is that the propagation of the two waves differs fundamentally from each other. The 
compressional wave (sometimes denoted pressure or p-wave) travels parallel to the direction of 
the wave energy, and does so by alternating compression and rarefaction of the affected media, 
see Figure 9(a). This local change in mass density is consequently related to a local change in 
volume.  

 

Figure 9: Wave propagation of (a) a pressure wave and (b) a shear wave (adapted from [115]) 

On the contrary, the shear wave (sometimes denoted as s-wave) travels perpendicular to the 
direction of the wave energy, and does so by locally shearing the material, see Figure 9(b). In 
contrast to the compressional wave, this does not cause any volumetric changes wherefore the 
shear wave will obey the continuity equation for incompressible media, given by equation 17: 

 𝛁 ∙ 𝒖 = 0 (17) 

From the decoupling into compressional and shear state, as well as from the reasoning of the 
nature behind the two, it can be shown that inside an infinite homogeneous medium, the two 
propagate without interaction [110]. Therefore, equation 16 is sufficient for a SWE setup for 
such an unconfined geometry. However, interactions between the shear and compressional state 
may occur when geometrical boundaries are introduced, violating the basic assumptions of the 
equations derived above. Analytical solutions for some specific bounded problems have been 
derived, with the so called Lamb wave solutions for acoustic wave propagation in infinite plates 
perhaps being the most well-known one [116].  

3.4.2. Plates 

One of the first bounded waveguide setups analysed analytically was that of an infinite plate in a 
stress-free environment. Succeeding Rayleigh [117] in expanding theories of wave propagation 
into bounded geometries, Lamb [116] provided general solutions for such an infinite plate, with 
postulated theorems being validated in subsequent experimental work [118]. The theories have 
since proven useful in non-destructive testing of material mechanical behaviour [119], as well as 
within the detection of possible cracks and imperfections in civil and geoengineering structures 
[120, 121]. In the following, some basic analytical derivations for propagating waves in a confined 
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plate are presented. Specific plate-based solutions commonly used in SWE-analysis is given in 
section 3.4.4.  

 

Figure 10: Solid plate with an outlined antisymmetric wave motion. The used coordinate system is 
given to the left of the sketched plate (adapted from [122]) 

As within general wave theory, equations 13 and 14 represent the governing equations of motion 
for the propagating wave, with the displacement tensor u being decomposed into a rotational and 
non-rotational part. In the case of an infinite plate with confined thickness ℎ in a prescribed 𝑥2-
direction (see Figure 10), the equation system of displacements is reduced to equations 18–20 
[110, 122]. Note that assumptions have been introduced setting the displacement gradient in 𝑥3-
direction to zero. 

 
𝑢1 =

𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑥1

+
𝜕𝐻3
𝜕𝑥2

 
 
(18) 

 
𝑢2 =

𝜕𝜙
𝜕𝑥2

+
𝜕𝐻3
𝜕𝑥1

 
 
(19) 

 
𝑢3 = −

𝜕𝐻1
𝜕𝑥2

+
𝜕𝐻2
𝜕𝑥1

 
 
(20) 

Assuming plane wave propagation in orthogonal space renders the solution set given by 
equations 21–24: 

 𝜙 = 𝐴1(𝛼,𝛽, 𝑥2) ∙ 𝑒𝑖(𝑘𝐿𝑥1−𝜔𝑡) (21) 

 𝐻1 = 𝐴2(𝛼,𝛽, 𝑥2) ∙ 𝑒𝑖(𝑘𝐿𝑥1−𝜔𝑡) (22) 

 𝐻2 = 𝐴3(𝛼,𝛽, 𝑥2) ∙ 𝑒𝑖(𝑘𝐿𝑥1−𝜔𝑡) (23) 

 𝐻3 = 𝐴4(𝛼,𝛽, 𝑥2) ∙ 𝑒𝑖(𝑘𝐿𝑥1−𝜔𝑡) (24) 

with 𝑘𝐿 and 𝜔 being the Lamb wave number and angular frequency of the travelling wave, 
respectively, and 𝐴1 – 𝐴4 a set of integration constants. As initially postulated by Lamb [116], 𝛼 
and 𝛽 are the trigonometric arguments of the wave motion, defined as by equations 25 and 26: 

 

𝛼2 =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧𝜔

2

𝑣𝐶2
− 𝑘𝐿

2,
𝜔2

𝑣𝐶2
> 𝑘𝐿

2 

𝑘𝐿
2 −

𝜔2

𝑣𝐶2
, 𝑘𝐿

2 >
𝜔2

𝑣𝐶2

 

 
(25) 
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𝛽2 =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧𝜔

2

𝑣𝑆2
− 𝑘𝐿

2,
𝜔2

𝑣𝑆2
> 𝑘𝐿

2

𝑘𝐿
2 −

𝜔2

𝑣𝑆2
, 𝑘𝐿

2 >
𝜔2

𝑣𝑆2

 

 
(26) 

Note that the inclusion of the angular frequency allows for a theoretical analysis of the phase 
velocity of the propagating wave, where the presence of either viscoelastic material or confined 
geometries will cause the Lamb wave speed (𝑣𝐿 = 𝑘𝐿𝜔) to vary with frequency [123]. This 
behaviour is sometimes denoted as the dispersion of the propagating wave.  

Within the solution set given in equations 21–24, the unknown integration constants are to be 
determined through boundary conditions. In its fundamental form, Lamb constricted the 
problem to an infinite plate in vacuum, applying subsequent boundary conditions of material 
continuity and stress free plate edges [116]. However, the solution will not be unique but will 
instead give rise to four different solution sets, each representing a specific wave mode 
(compressional and shear wave mode, with horizontal and vertical polarization, respectively) 
[110]. The most commonly used of the solutions sets are the two often referred to as the Lamb 
wave modes, namely where a coupling of shear and compressional wave mode occur. These two 
sets are also often referred to as a symmetric and antisymmetric wave mode, respectively, 
following their symmetric and antisymmetric behaviour around the mid-plane of the plate [124], 
as illustrated in Figure 11.  

 

Figure 11: Overview of (a) symmetric and (b) antisymmetric displacement modes induced by Lamb 
wave motion (adapted from [14])  

For these two solution sets, the wave modes are governed by equations 27 and 28: 

 tan𝛽ℎ
tan𝛼ℎ

= −
4𝛼𝛽𝑘𝐿2

(𝑘𝐿2 − 𝛽2)2 
 
(27) 

 tan𝛽ℎ
tan𝛼ℎ

= −
(𝑘𝐿2 − 𝛽2)2

4𝛼𝛽𝑘𝐿2
 

 
(28) 

with the above providing information on the dispersion of the waves, enabling a retrieved 
relation between phase velocity and wave frequency. In principle, an infinite set of Lamb wave 
modes can for such a scenario be obtained. However, restrictions are imposed on non-zero-order 
modes by so-called cut-off frequencies, under which a specific wave mode cannot propagate 
[111].  
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3.4.3. Hollow Cylinders  

Proceeding into more confined geometries, the spatial restrictions of the guided waves become 
even more apparent, with the connected analytical formulation of the wave motion becoming 
increasingly complex. Independent of each other, Pochhammer [125] and Chree [126] developed 
theories for acoustic wave propagation in solid cylinders. However, with the purpose of the 
current work in mind concentrating on SWE for arterial applications, focus will here be on 
hollow cylindrical structures. For such, Gazis [127, 128] presented analytical formulations for the 
wave propagation, provided in a condensed form below. 

 

Figure 12: Overview of typical hollow cylinder with outlined cylindrical coordinate system (from 
[126]) 

Again the governing equations of motion given in equations 13 and 14 are valid. Transforming 
the equations into cylindrical coordinates (as given in Figure 12) renders the equation system 
given in equations 29–32: 

 𝜕2𝜙
𝜕𝑡2

−
𝜆 + 2𝜇
𝜌

∇2𝜙 = 0 
 
(29) 

 𝜕2𝐻𝒓
𝜕𝑡2

−
𝜇
𝜌
�∇2𝐻𝑟 −

𝐻𝑟
𝑟2

−
2
𝑟2
𝜕𝐻𝜽
𝜕𝜃

� = 0 
 
(30) 

 𝜕2𝐻𝜽
𝜕𝑡2

−
𝜇
𝜌
�∇2𝐻𝜽 −

𝐻𝜽
𝑟2

−
2
𝑟2
𝜕𝐻𝒓
𝜕𝜃

� = 0 
 
(31) 

 𝜕2𝐻𝒛
𝜕𝑡2

−
𝜇
𝜌
∇2𝐻𝑧 = 0 

 
(32) 

Further assuming axial symmetry (i.e. 𝜕 𝜕𝜃⁄ = 0) the displacement is given by equations 33–36: 

 𝜙 = 𝐴𝜙(𝑟) ∙ 𝑒𝑖(𝑘𝐿𝑧−𝜔𝑡) (33) 

 𝐻𝑟 = 𝐴𝑟(𝑟) ∙ 𝑒𝑖(𝑘𝐿𝑧−𝜔𝑡) (34) 

 𝐻𝜃 = 𝐴𝜃(𝑟) ∙ 𝑒𝑖(𝑘𝐿𝑧−𝜔𝑡) (35) 

 𝐻𝑧 = 𝐴𝑧(𝑟) ∙ 𝑒𝑖(𝑘𝐿𝑥1−𝜔𝑡) (36) 
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Inserting the above into the governing wave equations 13 and 14, and identifying these as being 

on a standard Bessel differential equation form (𝔅𝑛,𝑥 = � 𝜕
2

𝜕𝑥2
+ 1

𝑥
𝜕
𝜕𝑥
− �𝑛

2

𝑥2
− 1��), the equation 

set given by equations 37–40 is reached for the motion of the propagating wave: 

 𝔅𝑛,𝛼𝑟�𝐴𝜙� = 0 (37) 

 𝔅𝑛,𝛽𝑟[𝐴𝑧] = 0 (38) 

 𝔅𝑛+1,𝛽𝑟[𝐴𝑟 − 𝐴𝜃] = 0 (39) 

 𝔅𝑛−1,𝛽𝑟[𝐴𝑟 + 𝐴𝜃] = 0 (40) 

with 𝛼 and 𝛽 again being the trigonometric arguments defined in equations 25 and 26. As in the 
case of standard Lamb wave theory, the above equations contain a set of integration constants to 
be determined from boundary conditions. Gazis [127] presented solution sets for a stress-free 
cylinder in vacuum, whereas others have expanded this into trying to involve effects of internal 
fluid-loading [129, 130], internal and external fluid-loading [131, 132], or even multi-layered 
tubular structures [133, 134]. Due to the nature of the system above, regardless of chosen 
boundary conditions the solution set will be on the form of series of ordinary or modified higher-
order Bessel functions. When dealing with systems of multi-layered components (or 
internal/external fluid-phases) the energy dissipation at the phase boundaries causes the problem 
to be non-solvable analytically, and instead numerical approaches are needed to solve the series 
complex Bessel functions. A wide range of possible numerical schemes are provided in literature, 
however often based on specific in-house developed software connected to specific research 
groups [133, 135, 136].  

3.4.4. Arteries 

For SWE measurements on solid body structures such as breast or liver tissue, the general wave 
propagation theories for infinite media have proven successful, with equation 16 being the 
governing equation connecting measured shear wave group velocity to apparent elastic shear 
modulus [63, 84]. Focusing in this work on SWE for arterial applications, the tubular sample 
structures will however violate such infinite media assumptions, causing apparent discrepancies in 
results between SWE and gold-standard mechanical testing [12, 14]. 

In recent years attempts have been made by groups working on SWE for arterial applications to 
incorporate some of the above described theories of guided waves into the post-processing of the 
SWE signal. The following represents a short summary of what has been done.  

For vascular tissue, Couade et al used standard values on tissue geometry, density and shear wave 
speed to suggest that the cut-off frequencies of all non-zero-order modes was beyond the 
frequency spectra of an induced SWE wave [14]. This, in addition with that mainly antisymmetric 
wave modes will be detectable in a principle SWE setup [111], made Couade propose a solution 
for the wave motion based on the zero-order antisymmetric (𝐴0) wave mode alone [14]. For 
such, the retrieved phase velocity 𝑣𝑝 was expressed in terms of the frequency 𝑓, plate thickness 
ℎ, and apparent shear wave velocity 𝑣𝑠, as given by equation 41: 
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𝑣𝑝 = �

𝑓𝜋ℎ𝑣𝑆
√3

 

 
(41) 

with this derived apparent shear wave velocity representing the average velocity of the travelling 
wave, being related to the elastic properties of the material as per equation 16.  

Equation 41 is however in a strict sense only be valid for a plate residing in a stress-free 
environment. In reality, SWE measurements are performed with the material generally 
submerged in water. For such, Coaude et al [14] did in the same work apply a curve-fitting 
procedure on experimentally retrieved dispersion curve data to reach a simplified empirical 
expression for the propagating shear wave, still based on equation 16. For their specific 
experimental setup, the expression given by equation 42 was reached as an approximate 
estimation of the wave dispersion behaviour:  

 
𝑣𝑝 = �𝐾

2𝜋𝑓ℎ𝑣𝑆
√3

 

 
(42) 

with 𝐾 being an introduced correction factor such that, for the conditions of their specific work, 
𝐾 = ½. Similar empirical expression could be derived from curve-fitting procedures on the 
dispersion behaviour of other shear wave signals, based on the initial derived analytical 
expression provided in equation 41. As the above was based on Lamb wave plate theory, it was 
further suggested that for measurements on tubular structures, the curve fitting procedure was to 
be performed solely on frequencies above 1 kHz. Note that this frequency limit was somewhat 
arbitrarily chosen, based merely on empirical data indicating that the differences in dispersion 
behaviour between a wave propagating through a plate and a tube, respectively, will mainly be 
visible for relatively low frequencies, see Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13: Theoretical and experimental dispersion curve data retrieved for plate- and tube-like 
structures with typical deviations between the two at lower frequencies. Note that in the above, the 
theoretical tube formulation refers to the empirical formulation proposed in equation 42 (figure 
adapted from [14]).  
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In order to avoid the empirical nature of the expressions derived by Couade et al, strict analytical 
expressions have been attempted for wave propagation through an infinite plate submerged in a 
non-viscous incompressible fluid. Such waves are often denoted leaky Lamb waves, following the 
damping of wave motion as well as the transmission of energy at the interfaces between plate and 
surrounding liquid [137, 138]. The increased complexity makes a full analytical solution difficult, 
even though some attempts have been made [132, 137, 139, 140]. However, if following the 
previous assumptions for SWE-analysis and focusing merely on the 𝐴0-wave mode, Bernal et al 
[122] did successfully derive a practical analytical expression for the dispersion of the guided 
wave. 

Following the same initial wave motion defined in Equations 13 and 14, an additional rotational 
term for the wave motion in the fluid is added, 𝜙𝑓 (neglecting the non-rotational term since shear 
waves cannot propagate through fluids). Introducing boundary conditions of continuity in stress 
and displacement over the phase boundaries yields a governing dispersion equation for the 𝐴0-
Lamb wave for a submerged plate in a non-viscous incompressible fluid as per equation 43 (for 
details of this derivation, please refer to [75, 122, 141]): 

 
4𝑘𝐿2𝛼𝛽 cosh(𝛼ℎ) sinh(𝛽ℎ)− �2𝑘𝐿2 − �

𝜔
𝑣𝑠
�
2
� sinh(𝛼ℎ) cosh(𝛽ℎ)

=
𝜌𝑓𝛼 �

𝜔
𝑣𝑠
�
4

𝜌𝛼𝑓
cosh(𝛼ℎ) cosh(𝛽ℎ) 

 
 
 
(43) 

with 𝑘𝐿, ℎ, 𝜔, 𝑣𝑠, 𝛼 and 𝛽 defined as previously, 𝜌𝑓 being the fluid mass density, and 𝛼𝑓 defined 
as per equation 44 with 𝑣𝑐𝑓 being the compressional wave velocity in the surrounding fluid: 

 
𝛼𝑓 = �𝑘𝐿

2 −
𝜔2

𝑣𝐶𝑓2
 

 
(44) 

Following the same outline as presented by Bernal [122], Equation 43 can be further simplified 

by assuming similar wave numbers for solid and fluid phase, as well as that 𝑘𝐿
2 ≫ 𝜔2

𝑣𝑆
2  [122, 142, 

143], rendering a final governing expression for the 𝐴0-Lamb wave dispersion in a submerged 
infinite plate, given by equation 45: 

 
4𝑘𝐿2𝛽 cosh(𝑘𝐿ℎ) sinh(𝛽ℎ) − ��

𝜔
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�
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𝜔
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�
4

cosh(𝑘𝐿ℎ) cosh(𝛽ℎ) 

 
 
 
(45) 

With 𝛽 and 𝑣𝑠 each being functions of the plate elasticity, the above will be directly related to the 
shear modulus of the plate, enabling for curve-fitting procedure based on elastic modulus to 
retrieved experimental data.  

Important to note is that all the previous work outlined above has been based on Lamb wave 
plate theory. So far, no analytical expression for a strict tubular structure submerged in a non-
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viscous liquid have been attempted in SWE setups, most probably following the complexity of 
such theoretical solutions. For tubular structures, some initial trials have been made using the 
modified Moens-Korteweg (M-K) equation to directly relate mechanical properties of the tube to 
the propagating wave velocity [12, 15]. The modified M-K equation however represents a purely 
empirical expression and preliminary results indicate a poor performance for such when assessing 
its accuracy using gold-standard mechanical testing [12] 

However, it has as mentioned been indicated that plate-based 𝐴0-waves may suffice in describing 
the wave signal in tubular structures at high frequencies [14], or even that plate-based theories 
may successfully describe tubular wave behaviour for the full frequency-spectra [144]. However, 
following the strong decoupling of the propagating wave into flexural, torsional and longitudinal 
mode at low frequencies further validation is needed to justify such claims.  

3.5. Shear Testing of Rubber Materials 

When assessing the shear properties of rubber or rubber-like materials, the methods in which to 
perform the experimental testing varies greatly, depending on the initial assumptions being made 
regarding material behaviour. In principle, for any anisotropic material the shear modulus in a 
given plane will be an independent material parameter and will have to be measured 
independently using an externally imposed shear stress.  

This is typically the case if assessing the shear properties of arterial tissue, generally being 
considered as behaving either orthotropic [145] or even fully anisotropic [90]. For such materials, 
shear tests have been performed using an imposed factual shear deformation on a rectangular 
sample [146]. Being more comparable to the mimicked in-vivo stress state, Deng et al [147] 
proposed an experimental setup with a tubular sample subjected to a combination of longitudinal 
stress, internal pressure and torque. For such, a direct relation between applied torque, 𝑇, and 
angular twist, 𝜑, is given by equation 46: 

 𝑇 = 𝐺𝐽
𝜑
𝐿

  
(46) 

with 𝐽 being the polar moment of inertia of the tubular vessel, 𝐿 the axial length and 𝐺 the 
desired elastic shear modulus. Note that neither the axial load nor the applied internal pressure is 
explicitly part of equation 46. However, behaving in-principle as a non-linear strain-stiffening 
material, the measured elastic shear modulus will be specific for the present stress state. 
Consequently, the registered elastic modulus may change with changing internal pressure or 
external load following the change of stress state imposed by the two. Reported in a study by Lu 
et al [148] using the above mentioned tubular setup, the retrieved elastic shear modulus changed 
with a factor of six when increasing the internal pressure from 0 to 20 kPa, with similar however 
less pronounced changes being reported when changing the longitudinal stretch.  

If however restraining the analysis to isotropic materials, the material shear behaviour will no 
longer be independent of its tensile properties, with equation 47 providing a valid relationship 
between elastic modulus, 𝐸, Poisson’s ratio, 𝑣, and shear modulus [112] 
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𝐺 =

𝐸
2(1 + 𝑣)

 
 
(47) 

For rubber materials where generally the assumption of incompressible material behaviour is 
imposed (𝑣 = 0.5), the relation simplifies into equation 48: 

 
𝐺 =  

𝐸
3

 
 
(48) 

providing a direct theoretical link between mechanical tensile and shear behaviour. Under such 
assumptions, a wide range of options become available for assessing the material shear modulus, 
as it can be reached from tensile testing. Experiments performed on rubber materials in the form 
of uniaxial tension [149], uniaxial compression [150], biaxial inflation [151], planar tension [152], 
all represent ways of assessing shear properties through tensile behaviour. Others have chosen to 
assess shear properties through shear loading (in the form of e.g. pure shear [153] or torsional 
loading [154]) even in the isotropic case.  

In general, experimental standards as provided by the American Society for Testing and Materials 
(ASTM) exist for assessing elastic shear modulus of isotropic material samples. In these 
standardised procedures [155] it is suggested to use the angular twist of a cylindrical or tubular 
sample subjected to torque loading when assessing elastic shear properties. However as stated in 
the standard, the test method is only designated for structural materials and may not suffice in 
describing similar behaviour of soft tissue or rubber samples, following difficulties in properly 
assessing linear angular twist for non-linearly behaving materials.  

Even though direct shear measurements have been performed on rubber materials [146, 147], 
using angular twist as a measuring unit may prove problematic following non-linear behaviour 
causing non-uniform deformation of the material sample. Additionally, if assessing tubular 
samples of soft tissue, twisting may induce torsional buckling (representing a non-linear change 
of mechanical energy) which further aggravates the assessment of elastic properties [156]. In such 
cases, it may be advisable to go through the materials tensile properties, since uniaxial loading 
overcomes such mentioned issue of experimental non-uniformity or material energetic non-
linearities. This may even be the case for non-isotropic material, where apparent shear properties 
derived from tensile behaviour may serve as an adequate approximate to factual shear properties 
following previously mentioned difficulties in assessing torque and twist. What however always 
needs to be taken into consideration is that the retrieved shear modulus will always be related to 
the apparent stress state under which it was retrieved: even if going through tensile testing to 
reach material shear properties, the retrieved values may change as a function of changing load 
state. 

Note that there exists a separate standard test method for shear testing of rubber materials [157]. 
It is however designated for material dynamic behaviour rather than quasi-static ones, with the 
use of a so called Yerzley mechanical oscillography to assess viscoelastic material properties 
related to e.g. creep, stress relaxation or resilience. 
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4. Method 

As described in section 2., in order to fully assess the accuracy of SWE for arterial applications, 
the study was divided into three parts:  

1. A phantom material characterisation to achieve a better understanding of the 
fundamental material behaviour of the used phantom material.  

2. A study on SWE in differently shaped phantoms in order to understand the changes in 
wave propagation induced by confined geometries.  

3. A main accuracy assessment of SWE measurements on arterial phantoms, by correlating 
optimised SWE-measurements to a created referential mechanical testing setup. 

The following section presents the methods used within the above outlined investigations. 
Initially the details of the phantom construction procedure are outlined in section 4.1., being 
identical for all three sub-studies. Secondly, the individual measurements of the phantom material 
characterisation are described in section 4.2.   

Continuing into SWE, details of the used setup and post-processing procedures used are given in 
section 4.3. Even though being in parts identical for both the study on SWE in different 
geometries and the main accuracy assessment, emphasis is given on describing specific fixation 
and measurement procedures for the arterial phantoms. Additionally, section 4.4. provides similar 
test setup details for the created mechanical testing setup and mechanical measurements 
performed. Lastly, section 4.5. and 4.6. provides specific technical details for the studies on SWE 
in different geometries and the main accuracy assessment on the arterial phantoms, respectively.    

4.1. Phantom Construction 

In this work, phantom material samples were constructed out of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) 
cryogel. Initially developed to mimic arterial blood vessel in MRI [158], PVA cryogel has proven 
to be an adaptable, practical and long-term stable material, successfully mimicking the mechanical 
properties vascular tissue [159, 160]. Following the correspondence in acoustic properties such as 
wave attenuation [160] and shear wave speed [150] between PVA cryogel and soft biological 
tissue, PVA cryogel has specifically been used as a phantom material in elastography 
measurements [12,161].  

For this work, PVA cryogel phantoms were constructed from a solution in mass percentage of 
87% deionized water, 10% fully hydrolysed PVA (molecular weight: 56.140 g/mol, density: 1.269 
g/cm3, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) and 3% graphite powder (molecular weight: 12.01 g/mol, 
density: 5 g/cm3, particle size < 50 µm, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). Directly after being 
mixed, the solution was heated to approximately 65 °C whilst being continuously stirred. After 
being heated the solution was poured into specific phantom moulds, differing in size and 
dimension depending on the desired phantom being made. To avoid getting potential non-
homogeneities from the batch into the manufactured phantoms, the top portion of the heated 
solution was removed before the PVA-solution was poured into the phantom moulds. Similarly, 
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the end portion at the bottom of the heating container was disposed and not used for the 
manufacturing of the phantoms.  

For the phantom material characterisation and the study on SWE in different geometries, 
phantoms were initially manufactured using a set of different moulds made out of poly(methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA). Cylindrical phantoms were created using cylindrical PMMA-moulds with 
height and diameter equal to 70 and 40 mm, respectively, into which heated PVA-solution was 
poured up to a height of 40 mm. Plate-shaped phantoms were similarly manufactured using a 
rectangular mould with side lengths equal to 160 and 130 mm, respectively, into which PVA-
solution was poured up to a height of 12 mm.  

Specific arterial phantom moulds made out of hollow acrylic blocks were used to create 
phantoms mimicking the geometry of the carotid artery, see Figure 14. For these moulds, the 
hollow centre compartment had a cylindrical shape with a diameter and length of 12 and 100 
mm, respectively. Additionally, at each opening the hollow compartment had an end cap opening 
(diameter equal to 26 mm), allowing for an easier fixation of the created phantoms in the SWE 
and mechanical experimental setups. For details of the phantom mould dimensions and outlook, 
see Figure 14.  
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Figure 14: Phantom mould dimensions given in a a) vertical and (b) horizontal (A-A) cut. (c) Red area 
indicates where PVA-solution was poured. (d) Overview of assembled phantom mould. 

Initially, these moulds were used to create a set of thin cylindrical phantoms for the study on 
SWE in different geometries by pouring PVA-solution into the open hollow compartment. 
However, to advance into tubular arterial phantoms, a cylindrical metallic rod with a diameter of 
6 mm and length of 120 mm was manufactured and placed in a centre hole at the bottom of the 
acrylic mould. To hold the metallic rod centrally aligned, an acrylic upper part was attached to the 
top of the arterial phantom mould through which the centre rod was directed. This created a 
tubular mould compartment into which a final set of PVA-solution could be poured, creating 
tubular shaped arterial phantoms. For details of the dimension and setup of the created arterial 
phantoms and mounted arterial phantom mould, see Figure 15. Note that a thin layer of 
petroleum jelly was applied on all adjacent internal faces just before assembling the mould in 
order to avoid possible leakage.  
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Figure 15: (a) Sketched cross-sectional cut of arterial phantom dimensions. (b) Arterial phantom (note 
the end caps, created for an easier fixation during mechanical and SWE testing).  

After pouring the PVA into the moulds, the phantoms underwent a series of so called freeze-
thaw (FT)-cycles, where the phantoms were frozen and thawed in cycles of approximately 12 
hours respectively. As the mechanical stiffness of PVA cryogel generally increases with an 
increasing number of FT-cycles [150, 160], different sets of phantoms with different elastic 
properties could be created by changing the number of these cycles. For details on the exact 
number of FT-cycles performed for each phantom set of the different sub-studies, please see 
section 4.2., 4.5. and 4.6., respectively.    

For the freezing and thawing, the phantoms were kept in a freezer at -20°C and within a 
laboratory room at approximately 20°C, respectively. To avoid possible external contamination or 
water evaporation, the phantom moulds were covered with an air-tight cellophane wrapping 
throughout all FT-cycles.  

During the FT-cycles, all moulds were for practical reason kept in an up-right vertical position. 
Following thermal expansion and contraction occurring throughout the FT-cycles, some 
phantoms were after the FT-cycles cut into their original shape for uniformity.  

4.2. Phantom Material Characterisation 

A phantom material characterisation was performed on cylindrical samples of PVA cryogel of 
different FT-cycles. The material characterisation consisted of assessing: i) Elastic Modulus, ii) 
Poisson’s Ratio, iii) Mass Density and iv) Speed of Sound for all phantoms.  

To understand the changes in the material properties with respect to FT-cycles, 2 cylinders were 
created of 1 to 5 FT-cycles each, creating a total set of 10 PVA-phantoms for the material 
characterisation, all originating from the same initial PVA-batch. For all tests, cylindrical 
phantoms with a diameter equal to 40 mm were manufactured according to the outlined 
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procedure in section 4.1. Following difficulties in cutting the PVA-phantoms after the FT-cycles, 
the height varied for each different phantom, ranging within 25-45 mm for the entire set.  

Note that between tests, all samples were stored in closed containers filled with deionized water 
of approximately 20 °C.  

i) Elastic Modulus 

Measurements of elastic modulus were performed using an MTS Insight 100 kN mechanical 
testing system (MTS Systems Corp., Eden Prairie, MN USA) with an attached Instron M8500+ 
electron controller (Instron Worldwide, Norwood, MA, USA) and VETEK 10 kg load-cell 
(capacity 100 N, accuracy limit < ±0.03%). To serve as end-fixation, flat cylindrical steel-plates 
were used with a diameter of 68.6 and 78.8 mm (upper and lower end plate, respectively). The 
machine compliance was calibrated by running a pre-compressive test without any sample 
mounted within the machine. To avoid non-uniform stress-distribution following potential 
oblique end-cuts, a pre-compressive load of between 0.1-0.3 N was applied, depending on 
sample. For an overview of the experimental setup, see Figure 16.  

 

Figure 16: Experimental setup for uniaxial compression testing of the cylindrical PVA-samples, 
performed to measure apparent elastic modulus.  
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Once mounted and pre-loaded, uniaxial compression was applied on each sample up to a load 
level representing 10%. The deformation-controlled compression was applied at a rate of 1 
mm/min for each sample, with the same rate being applied for the unloading of the samples. To 
examine possible strain-rate dependency, the 3FT-samples were tested under different strain-rates 
equal to 1, 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 mm/min, respectively.  

For each test, numerical data for applied axial force, 𝐹, and deformation, 𝛿, was retrieved. Using 
the geometrical dimensions of each samples, the stretch and applied Cauchy stress in the 
direction of the load was calculated as per equations 49 and 50: 

 
𝜆 =

𝛿 + 𝐿𝑖
𝐿𝑖

 
 
(49) 

 
𝜎 =

𝐹
𝐴

=
𝐹𝜆
𝐴𝑖

 
 
(50) 

with 𝐿𝑖 and 𝐴𝑖 being the initial length and cross-sectional area of each sample. Using the 
calculated values, different measures of elastic modulus were retrieved using different constitutive 
approaches, in order to investigate the influence of such.  

Initially, linear theory based on Hooke’s law was used, expressing the occurring axial stress by 
equation 51: 

 𝜎 = 𝐸𝜀 (51) 

with 𝐸 being the material’s linear elatic modulus and 𝜀 the applied Cauchy strain (𝜀 = 𝜆 − 1). A 
full linearization using a least-square fit procedure was for each sample performed, creating a 
referential Young’s modulus, 𝐸0. Following procedures outlined by Fromageu et al [150], an 
additional mean linear elastic modulus, 𝐸�, was calculated using sub-segments of 30 measuring 
points each. For each sub-segment, an elastic modulus, 𝐸𝑖, was derived through local least-
square-fit linearization, from which a mean elastic modulus was derived as by equation 52 for 
each sample: 

 
𝐸� =

1
𝑀
�𝐸𝑖

𝑀

𝑖=1

 
 
(52) 

with M being the number of elastic moduli estimated for each sample. 

Additionally, the Neo-Hookean and Mooney-Rivlin hyperelastic constitutive models for 
incompressible materials (outlined in section 3.3.2.) were used to retrieve additional values of 
apparent stiffness for comparison.  

For a Neo-Hookean material in uniaxial compression it can be shown that the applied axial 
Cauchy stress is related to the applied stretch by equation 53: 

 
𝜎 = 2𝑐 �𝜆2 −

1
𝜆
� 

 
(53) 
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Using equation 53, the unknown material parameter 𝑐 was identified using a least-square-fit 
procedure. From this, a referential Neo-Hookean-based elastic modulus, 𝐸0𝑁𝐻, was calculated as 
per equation 3 and 48. Additionally, an averaged Neo-Hookean-based elastic modulus, 𝐸𝑁𝐻�����, was 
calculated using the summed average of the derivative of equation 53 over the given stretch 
range. 

For a Mooney-Rivlin material in uniaxial compression it can be shown that the applied Cauchy 
stress is related to the applied stretch by equation 54: 

 
𝜎 = 2𝑐1 �𝜆2 −

1
𝜆
� − 2𝑐2 �

1
𝜆2
− 𝜆� 

 
(54) 

Similarly as for the Neo-Hookean model, a referential, 𝐸0𝑀𝑅 , (based on equation 5 and 48) as well 
as an averaged Mooney-Rivlin-based material stiffness, 𝐸𝑀𝑅������, based on the summed average of 
the derivative of equation 54 was calculated.  

To investigate possible long-term effects of storing the samples, the same compressional tests 
and calculation of different material stiffnesses were performed on the same samples after one 
and three months of storage, respectively. 

ii) Poisson’s Ratio 

During the uniaxial compression tests, estimates of Poisson’s ratio, 𝑣𝑥𝑦, for each sample were 
calculated using optical measurements of transverse contraction in combination with the axial 
deformation. Poisson’s ratio can generally be calculated from the axial and transverse strains 𝜀𝑥 
and 𝜀𝑦 as by equation 55: 

 
𝑣𝑥𝑦 = −

𝜀𝑦
𝜀𝑥

= −
𝛿𝑦𝐿𝑥
𝛿𝑥𝐿𝑦

 
 
(55) 

with 𝛿𝑥 and 𝛿𝑦 being the deformation in axial and transverse direction, respectively, and 𝐿𝑥 and 
𝐿𝑦 the corresponding non-deformed dimensions of the sample in axial and transverse direction. 

For each sample, the total deformation in axial direction, 𝛿𝑥, was obtained from the mechanical 
measurements. Additionally, for each sample, an optical image of the sample was taken in its 
unloaded state, and one at maximum deformation. Using the two images, the deformation in 
transverse direction, 𝛿𝑦, was calculated as the difference in width between the two sample 
objects. Following potential non-uniform deformation due to oblique end-cuts, the 
measurements in the transverse direction was performed at 5 equally distributed heights, from 
which an averaged was used for the calculation of Poisson’s ratio. From this, values on Poisson’s 
ratio were retrieved for the different cylindrical phantom sets of different FT-cycles. An example 
of the obtained images is given in Figure 17. 
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Figure 17: Example of acquired images (a) before applied load, and (b) at maximum axial load, both 
used to measure the Poisson’s ratio of the tested PVA-samples.  

iii) Mass Density 

In addition to the above, the mass density of the samples was assessed. Following occasional 
oblique end-cuts and non-uniform samples, volume measurements based on geometrical 
measurements were discarded in favour of the basic Archimedes’ principle [162]. 

For the measurements, the PVA-phantoms were placed in individual water-filled cylindrical 
beakers. The change in water level when placing the phantom in the beaker was measured and 
used to calculate the volume of the inserted phantom, 𝑉 (being equal to the volume of the 
displaced water, according to Archimedes’ principle).  

In addition, the mass, 𝑚, of each sample was assessed using a weighing scale, and the density, 𝜌, 
of each sample was calculated as per equation 56: 

 𝜌 =
𝑚
𝑉

 
 
(56) 

iv) Speed of Sound 

The speed of sound within each cylindrical sample was assessed by measuring the difference in 
time of an ultrasonic wave travelling through water and the PVA phantoms, respectively.  

For the measurements an ultrasonic wave probe was placed in a large container filled with water 
of approximately 17 °C. Facing the ultrasonic probe at the bottom of the water bath, a reflector 
was placed in order to mirror the emitted ultrasonic signal back into the probe. Having cleared 
the reflector and probe surfaces from potential adhesive water bubbles, the speed of sound, 𝑐𝑤, 
in water was estimated by equation 57:  

 
𝑐𝑤 =

2Δ𝑥
𝑡𝑤

 
 
(57) 

with 𝑡𝑤 being the measured time needed for the ultrasonic signal to travel back and forth 
between the probe and the reflector, and Δ𝑥 the distance between the reflector and the ultrasonic 
probe. Similarly, however with the PVA phantom placed on top of the reflector, the speed of 
sound in the phantom, 𝑐𝑃𝑉𝐴, was measured as per equation 58: 
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𝑐𝑃𝑉𝐴 = �
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−
Δt
2𝑑
�
−1

 
 
(58) 

with 𝑑 being the height of the PVA sample and Δt being the difference in time travelled between 
the PVA and the only-water measurements, thus relating the change in pulse length between 
water and PVA to the speed of sound of the phantom.  

The speed of sound was for each PVA sample measured using five different ultrasonic probes 
with emitting frequencies equal to 1, 2.25, 5, 7.5 and 10 MHz, respectively. 

For all measurements of the phantom material characterisation, all potential changes imposed by 
changing the number of FT-cycles, changing between loading and unloading, changing the 
storage time of the phantoms or changing emissions frequencies within the speed of sound 
assessment were statistically evaluated using 𝑝-value based 𝑇-score estimations based on two-
tailed normal distributions, with a significance level set to 𝑝 = 0.05. 

4.3. Shear Wave Elastography 

4.3.1. Equipment Specification 

For the SWE measurements a commercially available Aixplorer (Supersonic Imaging, Aix-en-
Provence, France) ultrasound machine with a SL15-4 linear array transducer was used. The 
transducer was set to generate a pulse pushing sequence at a frequency of 6 MHz and time 
duration of 150 µs. After pushing, the ultrasonic image acquisition was automatically activated, 
with an emission frequency of 7.5 MHz and a frame rate of 8000 kHz (sometimes also denoted 
the pulse repetition frequency, PRF).  

4.3.2. Test Setup for Solid Bodies 

For the SWE measurements of the phantoms made out of simpler geometries (being cylindrical 
and plate-shaped, described in-detail in section 4.5.) no specific fixation device was required for 
the SWE setup, following the phantoms self-supporting structure. In this case, the phantoms 
were submerged inside a polypropylene (PP) container, filled with tap water of approximately 15-
20 °C. To avoid potential disturbing ultrasonic reflections, the PP container was placed on a 
highly-attenuating rubber sheet. The SWE-transducer was positioned at a distance of 
approximately 10 mm above the phantom with the transducer surface facing perpendicular to the 
phantom. In the case of the cylindrical phantoms, the transducer was aligned parallel to the axial 
direction of the cylinder. SWE IQ data was subsequently retrieved following the procedure 
outlined in section 4.3.4.  

4.3.3. Test Setup for Arterial Phantoms 

For the SWE measurements of the arterial phantoms as well as for the thin cylindrical phantoms 
manufactured using the phantom vessel mould, the phantoms were mounted using a customized 
cylindrical fixation box, see Figure 18 for an illustrative overview (technical drawings are 
provided in Appendix A).  
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To allow for an internal pressurization of the mounted phantoms, the fixations were designed to 
allow for an inlet of an internal fluid phase. Furthermore the distance between the fixation ends 
were set to be manually adjustable giving the possibility to apply an axial stretch, in order to 
overcome potential phantom bulging caused by internal pressurization. To create this adjustable 
fixation distance whilst still keeping the box volume watertight, one of the fixations was adjusted 
with a toric joint fitting. Additionally, a handle was added on the outer part of the movable 
fixture, to allow for easier adjustment of the axial stretch. Note that a minimum distance of 100 
mm was set between the two fixation ends, corresponding to the unloaded referential length of 
the manufactured arterial phantoms.  

An opening was created at the top of the fixation box to allow for the SWE-transducer to reach 
the arterial phantom. To avoid possible disturbing ultrasonic reflections, the lower third of the 
inner compartment of the fixation box was covered in a thin sheet of highly-attenuating rubber. 

 

Figure 18: Schematic mid-cut overview of the customized SWE fixation box, used for testing of 
arterial phantoms in a combination of applied axial load and intraluminal pressure.  

Once an arterial phantom had been mounted, the inner compartment of the fixation box was 
filled with deionized water of approximately 15-20 °C such that the phantom became fully 
submerged. Thereafter, water hoses were connected to the end fixations in order to fill the inner 
lumen of the arterial phantom with water.  

During initial trials no internal pressure was applied on the arterial phantoms, and consequently 
water was only filled through the water hoses such that the internal lumen compartment was fully 
filled. However for the accuracy assessment study, several static intraluminal pressure levels were 
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to be applied to the mounted phantoms (for details on specific measurements, see section 4.6.). 
For such, a water column system was used, being connected to the end fixations of the phantom 
box.  

The water column system consisted of a cylindrical column of PMMA, with a diameter and 
height of 15 and 190 mm, respectively. Through the use of a three-way valve, the rigid PMMA-
column was connected to one of the end-fixations of the fixation box by a soft poly(vinyl 
chloride) (PVC) hose. At the other fixation end, a second PVC-hose with a separate three-way 
valve was additionally connected. An illustrative overview of the setup is given in Figure 19, with 
the actual laboratory setup given in Figure 20.  

Once attached to the arterial phantom through the fixation box, the water column system was 
filled with water of approximately 15-20 °C using a hypodermic syringe. By adjusting the system 
during filling using the two three-way valves, potential air bubbles inside the phantom or 
connected water hose system were removed (being subsequently checked in B-mode imaging). 
Once adjusted, the water column was filled up to a certain prescribed height, being measured as 
the relative distance between the apparent water level and the height of the mounted arterial 
phantom. To allow for an easier registration of the water levels in the system, as well as to 
register potential leakage into the internal compartment of the fixation box, the water used for 
the pressurization was coloured using a carmine-based baking colouring essence.  
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Figure 19: Illustration of SWE setup with the mounted phantoms being subjected to an intraluminal 
pressure, created by the mounted water column.  

 

Figure 20: Photo of the laboratory SWE setup. For illustrative purposes, the attenuating sheet inside 
the fixation box was removed.  
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For the pressurized phantom, an axial stretch was subsequently applied in order to avoid 
potential bulging or non-straight geometries to be present during the elastography measurements. 
The axial stretches were individually applied with specific values for each phantom and pressure 
level, respectively, being retrieved from initial mechanical testing (for details on this, please see 
section 4.4.). In order to avoid potential tilting of the movable end-fixation, the axial pre-stretch 
was measured at three equally distributed positions around the fixation. If needed, the water 
column levels were re-adjusted after the applied pre-stretch.  

After pressurization and pre-stretching, the transducer was mounted inside the fixation box using 
a set of extension clamps such that the distance between the transducer and the upper wall of the 
arterial phantom was approximately 10 mm. The transducer was also mounted in such a way that 
the transducer surface was facing perpendicular to the upper-wall, avoiding potential tilted signal 
echoes to be retrieved. Potential fine-tuning of the echoed signal was performed using the B-
mode imaging mode available on the used Aixplorer system. This included the removal of 
potentially trapped air-bubbles inside the arterial phantom. A close-up of the fixation box with a 
pressurized, pre-stretched phantom as well as a mounted image transducer is given in Figure 21.  

 

Figure 21: Photo of the SWE fixation box with a mounted arterial phantom, subjected to axial stretch 
and intraluminal pressure, with the ultrasonic transducer mounted above. For illustrative purposes, the 
attenuating rubber sheet inside the fixation box was removed.  

Once mounted and ready, SWE IQ data was retrieved following the procedure outlined in 
section 4.3.4. 
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4.3.4. Data acquisition 

In the Aixplorer user interface, a specific SSI research mode package was selected allowing for a 
rectangular region of interest (ROI) to be chosen for SWE measurements and subsequent IQ 
data acquisition of the mounted phantoms. For all phantoms tested, a ROI with height and width 
approximately set to 10 and 20 mm, respectively, was created. For the thick cylindrical phantoms 
of the pre-study on SWE in different geometries, the ROI was positioned in the middle of the 
phantom. For all other phantoms, the ROI was positioned such that the second SSI ultrasonic 
push (consisting in total of 3 pushes) was situated in the middle of the phantom. For the thin 
hollow cylinders of the study on SWE in different geometries, and the arterial phantoms of the 
accuracy assessment, measurements were performed with ROIs positioned in the upper and 
lower wall, respectively, in order to identify potential measurements differences between the 
positions. Following the static positioning of the focal points of the acoustic radiation push, 
possible height-readjustments of the transducer to position to centre-push in the middle of the 
phantom wall was performed when changing from an upper- to a lower-wall position, and vice 
versa. Note that the apparent wall thickness of the upper and lower wall was measured manually 
using B-mode imaging (which was used in subsequent post-processing steps), for which focus 
and depth was adjusted to reduce noise and optimise image quality.  

For all conducted experiments, a sequence consisting of 3 separate pushing lines were performed 
(number of frames: 40, time between pushes: 100 ms), from which demodulated IQ data were 
retrieved. 

Note that due to constraints on user input within the SWE measurements imposed by the 
commercial Aixplorer system, the speed of sound of the tested phantom material could only be 
chosen between a few fixed values. To correlate to the largest extent possible with the values 
provided by material characterisation, the Aixplorer system was set to 1540 m/s regarding speed 
of sound, which subsequently was the value input used within the post-processing procedure. 

4.3.5. Post-processing 

For each pushing sequence performed, an output signal in the form of reconstructed IQ data was 
retrieved from the Aixplorer system, whereupon a set of post-processing steps were conducted in 
order to estimate the elastic shear modulus in the investigated ROI. Below is a short overview of 
this procedure, divided into sub-steps: i) Selection of Tracking Lines, ii) Axial Displacement Map 
iii) Group Velocity iv) Dispersion Curve Data, and v) Phase Velocity Based Shear Modulus. An 
overview of the post-processing is provided in Figure 22, with each sub-step highlighted by its 
sectioning number and associated to a specific colour. A more detailed explanation can be found 
in each sub-step.  

The entire post-processing was performed using custom MATLAB code (MATLAB R2013b, 
version 8.2.0.701, Mathworks, Natick, USA) for which an excerpt is provided in Appendix D.  
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Figure 22: Overview of the SWE post-processing procedure.  

i) Selection of Tracking Lines 

When loading the IQ data into the post-processing script, the B-mode image of the measured 
ROI is plotted, providing a brief overview of local phantom geometry. In this image, the so called 
tracking lines are manually selected by providing an upper and lower pixel limit between which 
the shear wave is to be tracked. The tracking lines were all chosen inside the measured phantom. 
Note that the B-mode image in which the tracking lines are chosen represents a static image 
taken at a given time, whilst the tracking lines represent lines, for which a temporal tracking of 
the propagating shear wave is conducted. An example of the tracking line outlook in the B-mode 
image is provided in Figure 23.  
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Figure 23: As a first step within the post-processing procedure, so called tracking lines (marked in 
red) are selected within the loaded B-mode image (seen in the right column). The mid-blue line 
represents the pushing line, along which the supersonic pushes are performed.  

ii) Axial Displacement Map 

For the selected tracking lines, an axial displacement map was created using the 2D 
autocorrelator procedure proposed by Loupas et al [163]. Following the relatively small physical 
displacement created by the ultrasonic push (being smaller than 10 µm), the proposed 2D 
autocorrelator estimates the displacement from the phase differences in the retrieved RF signal. 
The generated axial displacement map represents an average over all selected tracking lines.  

A displacement map is a three-dimensional representation of the travelling wave over the selected 
tracking lines (being displayed as a weighted average of all selected lines). As an acoustic radiation 
force generates a localized pressure, a mechanical wave will propagate out from the focal point as 
in Figure 24(a). Retrieving the deformation as a function of depth for a specific line, the peak will 
propagate and change its position over time, as in Figure 24(b). The axial displacement map 
represents such peak propagation over time, having as x-axis distance and y-axis time over the 
tracking line, as displayed in Figure 24(c). Note that in the displacement mapping, the position of 
the peak is tracked rather than the factual scalar value of it, which attenuates with depth. 
Generally, this displacement map may serve as an initial indicator of the propagating wave, as 
well provides qualitative information on the signal to noise ratio.  
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Figure 24: Generation of the axial displacement map. (a) The initial ultrasonic push generates a 
propagating shear wave in the tissue. (b) The shear displacement can be tracked along a chosen 
tracking line (corresponding to the red line in (a)). (c) Following the displacement over time, the axial 
displacement map illustrates the propagation of the wave over the tracking line in time, with the shear 
displacement marked by the indicted colour bar. Note that the attenuation of the shear wave over the 
tracking line has been calibrated using time gain compensation.  

After the performed autocorrelation, a general band pass filter is optionally applied to remove 
high- and low-end frequency noise from the retrieved image. Additionally, the axial displacement 
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map is manually cropped at the approximate time when the primary generated wave was 
considered fully dissipated. This is to avoid disturbing wave signals from potential reflective 
secondary waves.  

Note that as part of the input for the 2D autocorrelator, the speed of sound of the investigated 
material is needed, with such values being taken from the Aixplorer ultrasound machine. 
Additionally, tracking of the left and right part of the propagating wave is chosen, respectively, 
propagating away from the pushing line location.  

iii) Group Velocity 

To serve as an estimate for overall mechanical properties of the investigated ROI, the group 
velocity, 𝑣𝑔, is estimated using the Radon transform [164] of the calculated axial displacement 
map: the transform sums up the wave peak signal as a function of angle in the displacement map 
and identifies the main propagating wave by the maximum angle output. The average group 
velocity of the propagating wave is estimated by the slope given by the calculated maximum angle 
in the displayed spatial domain.  

Using the group velocity and the material density provided by the material characterisation study, 
an averaged estimate of the apparent elastic shear modulus of the investigated ROI is calculated 
using equation 16.  

iv) Dispersion Curve Data 

As outlined in section 3.4., dealing with attenuating materials and confined geometries, retrieving 
information on dispersion curve or phase velocity signal behaviour, may prove more accurate 
than using a scalar group velocity value for the entire ROI.  

Phase velocity data can be calculated by applying a 2D Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the axial 
displacement map, transforming the retrieved data from a previous space-time domain into a 
wave number-temporal frequency domain (sometimes denoted k-space). The 2D FFT is given by 
equation 59: 

 
𝐹𝐹𝑇[𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡)] =  � � 𝑒−𝑖2𝜋(𝑘𝑚𝑥+𝑓𝑛𝑡)

∞

𝑛=−∞

∞

𝑚=−∞

 
 
(59) 

with 𝑢(𝑥, 𝑡) being the displacement in time along a given tracking line, with 𝑥 and 𝑡 given as 
spatial and temporal position, respectively, and 𝑘 and 𝑓 the corresponding wave number and 
frequency, respectively.  

Within Fourier space, potential background noise is removed by applying an amplitude mask, 
removing signal information with amplitude less than 10% of the maximum intensity of the 
entire image. Only the quadrant of interest of the Fourier space is analysed, following the 
symmetric nature of the applied 2D FFT [165].  

To create an intensity map for phase velocity in Fourier space, the wave number-frequency 
domain is converted into a phase velocity-frequency domain by relating the given wave numbers, 
𝑘, to apparent phase velocity, 𝑣𝑝, through equation 60: 
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𝑣𝑝 =

2𝜋𝑓
𝑘

 
 
(60) 

with 𝑓 being the frequency at the specific calculated position.  

The phase velocity curve is then obtained by analysing the intensity of the phase velocity-
frequency map. At a given frequency, the phase velocity is estimated as the wave velocity for 
which maximum intensity is obtained in the provided wave number-temporal frequency domain. 
This identification is performed for each frequency present in the retrieved signal, creating a 
dispersion curve, with phase velocity data for the entire measured frequency spectrum.  

To avoid potential erroneous phase velocity data, cut-off frequencies are introduced at each end 
of the frequency spectrum. The high cut-off is defined by the frequency for which the intensity 
has decreased to less than 30% of the maximum intensity in the Fourier space, whereas the low 
cut-off is defined by the frequency for which the relative change in retrieved phase velocity 
between neighbouring values is higher than 50 %, in order to remove high-intensity background 
noise signals typically situated around the zero-frequency. The procedure from which the 
dispersion curve data is retrieved from the initial axial displacement map is outlined in Figure 25. 
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Figure 25: Flow-chart depicting the calculation of dispersion curve data from the initial axial 
displacement map, going through the implemented 2D FFT.  
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v) Phase Velocity Based Shear Modulus 

For wave propagation in a confined geometry, dispersion curve data can be used to relate the 
apparent wave form to the elastic properties of the investigated medium (as outlined in-detail in 
section 3.4.). Having retrieved dispersion curve data for the measured ROI following the outlined 
procedures above, a least square curve fit procedure is performed on equation 45 (representing a 
plate submerged in a non-viscous liquid) having only elastic shear modulus as varying parameter 
(with other dependent variables such as wall thickness, density and speed of sound being given as 
an input to the post-processing script).  

Following the reasoning of Couade et al [14], a second elastic shear modulus was calculated using 
a similar least square fit curve fitting procedure, however only for dispersion data above a given 
frequency limit. A frequency limit of 500 Hz (corresponding to approximately half of the 
generated frequency band-width) was chosen to overcome the most significant deviations 
between tube- and plate-based dispersion behaviour, whilst still keeping as much valuable 
dispersion data as possible. Note that the accuracy of the frequency limit is investigated in a pre-
study on different phantom geometries (for details see section 4.5.).  

The post-processing was repeated for all individual pushing lines performed, from which 
measures on elastic shear modulus was averaged together. Similarly, individual values from left 
and right travelling shear wave were for a given ROI averaged together. For details on specific 
SWE measurements, see section 4.5. and 4.6.    

4.4. Mechanical Testing 

As a reference method to the elastography measurements outlined in section 4.5. and 4.6., 
mechanical measurements of the manufactured arterial phantoms were performed. 

For the mechanical tests, an Instron 5567 (Instron Worldwide, Norwood, MA, USA) testing 
machine with a combined electro-mechanical single range load cell (capacity: ±100 N, calibrated 
maximum error: 0.05%), designated for uniaxial compressive and tensile testing was used.  

Following potential non-linear behaviour of the rubber-like phantom material, the mechanical 
testing setup had to be correlated to the apparent stress state created within the SWE setup 
(consisting of a combination of axial load, transmural pressure and local acoustic radiation force 
push), in order to retrieve valid comparable measurement values for apparent elastic shear 
modulus. Specific end fixtures were designed for the mounting of the phantoms, allowing for 
simultaneous internal pressurization and axial tensile load. A schematic overview of the mounted 
phantom is given in Figure 26 with additional technical drawings for the end fixations given in 
Appendix B.  
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Figure 26: Schematic mid-cut overview of the customized mechanical end fixations, with the 
mounted arterial phantoms subjected to a combination of applied axial load and intraluminal pressure. 
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Figure 27: Photo of a vessel mounted, mounted using the mechanical end fixations. The lower plastic 
box is added to avoid potential leakage into the mechanical load cell system.  

The end fixtures were made out of acrylic plastic and designed to fit clamp fixtures of the 
INSTRON-machine by a combination of a pin-lock system and a tightening screw lock. At the 
other end, the PVA cryogel phantom was mounted to the end fixtures by threading plastic discs 
around the end plates of the phantom, subsequently attaching the plates to the main fixation 
body by a set of fixating screws. To allow for application of internal pressure, a pipe was drilled 
through the fixtures, with one end exiting at the middle of the mounted phantom, and another 
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one at the side of the fixture. For the opening connecting to the mounted phantom, a thin 
rounded steel pipe with diameter equal to 6 mm was attached to the outlet, corresponding 
specifically to the internal lumen compartment of the arterial vessel, and additionally serving as a 
guiding measure when mounting the phantom. For the side outlet, a hose nipple with opening 
diameter of 6 mm was attached for the external pressurization hoses. A close-up of the fixation 
setup with a mounted, pressurized, pre-stretched phantom is given in Figure 27.  

Using the mechanical setup, a pre-stretch was imposed with a given force-controlled deformation 
in the direction of the main axis of the cylinder, specific for each applied static intraluminal 
pressure level. Following theories of thin-walled pressure vessels, the axial stress, 𝜎𝑧, imposed by 
an internal pressure is given by equation 61: 

 𝜎𝑧 =
𝑝𝑖𝑎
2ℎ

 
 
(61) 

with 𝑎 and ℎ being the average radius and thickness of the vessel, respectively, and 𝑝𝑖 the applied 
internal pressure. The axial reaction force, 𝐹𝑧, caused by the internal pressure can then be 
calculated as per equation 62: 

 
𝐹𝑧 =

𝑝𝑖𝑎𝐴
2ℎ

 
 
(62) 

with 𝐴 being the cross-sectional area of the arterial phantom. Using the geometrical data of the 
manufactured arterial phantoms given in section 4.1. and assuming no major change in cross-
sectional area with pressurization, axial reaction forces for each pressure level could be calculated, 
given here in Table 1.  

Table 1: Calculated axial reaction force for different intraluminal pressure levels. 

Applied intraluminal pressure [mmHg] Axial reaction force [N] 
60 0.509 
80 0.679 
100 0.848 
120 1.018 

 

Using these known axial reaction forces, the phantoms were pre-stretched according to its 
specific intraluminal pressure. Starting from a distance between the plates equal to 10 cm and 
calibrating the load cell at that position, the elongation started till the given axial reaction force 
was reached. The corresponding axial deformation levels were registered and used for the pre-
stretching in the SWE setup. For details regarding this, see section 4.3.  

The mounted and pre-stretched phantoms were subsequently pressurized using the same water 
column system as described in section 4.3.3. The larger diameter of the water column (in 
comparison with the arterial phantoms) allowed for a controlled and stable water level height, 
even when imposing an extensive axial stretch on the mounted phantoms. Following the vertical 
position of the phantom, the effective water level was measured from the middle of the phantom. 
Furthermore the main water column was attached to the lower rigid force-plate to avoid potential 
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changes in force output whilst axially stretching the pressurized phantoms. For an overview of 
the mechanical setup with attached water column, see Figure 28.  

 

Figure 28: Illustration of mechanical setup with the mounted phantoms being subjected to an 
intraluminal pressure, created by the mounted water column. Note that the water column level was 
measured from the middle of the vertically mounted phantom, and that the open water column end 
was attached to the lower fixation.  

Once mounted, pre-stretched and pressurized, the arterial phantoms were loaded in axial tension 
up to 10% strain. The deformation-controlled tension was applied at a rate of 10 mm/min 
following results from the material characterisation study (for details, see section 5.). 
Measurements were only performed for the axial loading, with numerical output data being 
retrieved for applied axial force, 𝐹𝑧, and deformation, 𝛿𝑧, together with calculated axial strain and 
stress.  

Following preliminary results from the phantom material characterisation, local averaged least-
square fit linearization as per equation 52 was used to retrieve the elastic modulus of the arterial 
phantom at the specific applied stress state. The apparent shear elastic modulus was calculated 
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following equation 48, with assumptions of incompressibility being imposed following retrieved 
preliminary results from the material characterisation study (for details regarding this, see section 
5.). 

4.5. SWE in Different Geometries 

For the study on SWE in differently shaped phantoms (performed in order to understand the 
effects introduced by confined geometries on shear wave propagation), phantoms with the 
following shapes and dimensions were used, with and overview given in Figure 29: 

1. Thick solid cylinder (height: 40 mm, diameter 40 mm) 

2. Plate (side lengths: 160 and 130 mm, thickness: 12 mm) 

3. Thin solid cylinder (height: 100 mm, diameter: 12 mm) 

4. Thin hollow cylinder/arterial phantom (height: 100 mm, outer diameter: 12 mm, 
inner hollow compartment diameter: 6 mm)  

The phantoms were all manufactured following the steps outlined in section 4.1., with the thin 
solid and hollow cylinder phantoms made using the designated arterial phantom mould. For all 
shapes 2 phantoms were manufactured undergoing 3 FT-cycles, creating a total set of 8 
phantoms. Note that the thin solid and hollow cylinder phantoms were constructed with end 
caps, designated for the fixation of the phantoms in the SWE and mechanical setups.  

 

Figure 29: Overview of phantoms of different geometries tested in pre-study of the accuracy 
assessment. (a) Thick solid cylinder, (b) Plate, (c) Thin solid cylinder (with end caps), (d) Thin hollow 
cylinder/Arterial phantom (with end caps).  

As all phantoms were to be tested in an unloaded state, mechanical measurements on elastic 
shear modulus serving as a referential value for the elastography measurements were retrieved 
from the thick solid cylinders alone. These were tested up to 10% strain in uniaxial compression, 
following exactly the procedure given in the phantom material characterisation study in section 
4.2. Following preliminary results from this study, the local least-square-fit linearization given in 
equation 52 was used to retrieve values on elastic modulus, with the shear elastic modulus being 
subsequently calculated according to equation 48, with assumptions of incompressibility being 
made based on similar results from the material characterisation (for details, see section 5.1.) 
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For the SWE measurements, the thick solid cylinder and plate shaped phantoms were tested 
following the setup described in section 4.3.2. For the thin solid cylinders as well as the hollow 
cylinder phantoms, the SWE measurements were performed using the specific fixation box 
described in-detail in section 4.3., making use of the attached end-caps to fixate the phantoms. 
Being however unloaded, both phantom types were mounted in the fixation box without any 
externally applied axial pre-stretch. Similarly, the intraluminal compartment of the thin hollow 
cylinders was filled completely, however without pressurizing the phantom. Subsequently, IQ 
data was for all phantoms retrieved following the procedure outlined in section 4.3.4.  

Following data collections, post-processing was performed according to the procedures outlined 
in section 4.3.5. Density, speed of sound, and spatial thickness values were retrieved from the 
Aixplorer system and material characterisation study, respectively. 5 tracking lines situated 
approximately in the middle of the ROIs were for all phantoms chosen. An amplitude mask was 
applied in the transformed k-space; however the band pass filter was not used within these 
measurements.  

Values on shear elastic modulus were retrieved using both group and phase velocity. Using phase 
velocity dispersion curve data, a second set of shear elastic modulus values were retrieved using 
both the full dispersion frequency spectrum as well as for values only being above a chosen 
frequency limit of 500 Hz. This rendered a total of 3 effective values on shear elastic modulus to 
be compared to the mechanical value.  

For all measurements, individual measures on elastic shear modulus was averaged over the three 
performed pushing sequences, as over the left and right propagating wave in each ROI. 
However, for the hollow cylindrical phantoms, separate values were retrieved for upper and 
lower wall, in order to investigate possible output discrepancies between the two.  

For the above, all potential changes imposed by changing geometrical phantom shape were 
statistically evaluated using 𝑝-value based 𝑇-score estimations based on two-tailed normal 
distributions, with a significance level set to 𝑝 = 0.05. 

4.6. Accuracy Assessment 

For the accuracy assessment, a set of arterial phantoms were manufactured according to the 
procedure outlined in section 4.1. A set of phantoms consisting of 3 phantoms of 2-5 FT-cycles 
respectively was manufactured, creating a total set of 12 phantoms. In order to mimic potential 
in-vivo setup conditions of future studies, each phantom was tested at a series of different static 
intraluminal pressures equal to 60, 80, 100 and 120 mmHg, respectively. Following that 1 mmHg 
equals 1.36 cmH2O at standard atmospheric conditions, water column levels for each pressure 
were calculated, here presented in Table 2.  

Table 2: Conversion of intraluminal pressure levels from mmHg to cmH2O 

Applied intraluminal pressure [mmHg] Applied intraluminal pressure [cmH2O] 
60 81.6 
80 108.8 
100 136.0 
120 163.1 
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Initially, each phantom was tested in the mechanical setup described in section 4.4. Individual 
values on pre-stretch and referential stiffness were acquired for each phantom and static 
intraluminal pressure level, respectively, serving as referential measures for the accuracy 
assessment of the SWE measurements.  

Directly after being mechanically tested, the phantoms were transferred and tested in the SWE 
setup outlined in section 4.3. When mounted, the phantoms were pre-stretched with the same 
deformation as within the mechanical testing. Once mounted, measurements were performed on 
upper and lower wall of the tested phantom, respectively, following procedures outlined in 
section 4.3.4. As an example of the graphical interface of the used Aixplorer system when testing 
an arterial phantom, see Figure 30. 

 

Figure 30: Example of displayed B-mode (lower) and SWE-Elastobox (upper) of a mounted arterial 
phantom. Note the focal points of the ultrasonic signal along the pushing line in the SWE-image, 
indicated by the 3 white dots.  

The retrieved IQ data for upper and lower wall was post-processed following the procedure 
outlined in section 4.3.4. Values for material density were acquired from the initial phantom 
material characterisation, estimated as a function of FT-cycles. As for the study on SWE in 
different geometries, the speed of sound of the tested phantom material could only be chosen 
between a few fixed values following imposed constraints from the used Aixplorer system. To 
correlate to the largest extent possible with the values provided by the initial material 
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characterisation, the speed of sound for the system was set to 1540 m/s, which subsequently was 
the value input used for the post-processing procedure. Additionally, vessel wall thickness values 
were retrieved from B-mode image measurements performed in parallel with the initial SWE IQ-
data acquisition.  

For the post-processing, tracking lines set to 5 pixels in width, situated approximately in the 
middle of the phantom vessel wall, were manually chosen. An amplitude mask (described briefly 
in section 4.3.5.) was applied in the transformed k-space; however no band pass filter was within 
these measurements used.  

Following preliminary results from studies on changing geometries, data on elastic modulus was 
for the arterial phantoms only acquired above the chosen frequency limit of 500 Hz within the 
dispersion curve data. The value on retrieved elastic shear modulus was for each ROI averaged 
over the three performed pushing sequences. Additionally, the outputs from right and left 
propagating shear wave were averaged together, creating a final end-value on elastography-based 
elastic shear modulus for the investigated ROI. Note that separate values were retrieved for 
upper and lower wall, respectively, to investigate possible output discrepancies between the two. 
Note that when averaging elastic shear modulus values, individual standard deviation values were 
averaged by transferring singular deviations into global variances, which were subsequently 
averaged together.  

For the accuracy assessment, all potential changes imposed by increasing intraluminal pressure or 
changing FT-cycles were statistically evaluated using 𝑝-value based 𝑇-score estimations based on 
two-tailed normal distributions, with a significance level set to 𝑝 = 0.05. 
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5. Results 

The following section presents the results of the performed phantom material characterisation, 
the study on SWE in different geometries, as well as of the main accuracy assessment of SWE on 
the manufactured arterial phantoms.  

5.1. Phantom Material Characterisation 

i) Elastic Modulus 

Figure 31 presents the general stress-strain relationship for the phantoms. Note that for each 
curve denoting a specific number of FT-cycles, two individual phantoms were tested. 

 

Figure 31: Stress-strain behaviour of the cylindrical phantom sets of different FT-cycles.  

Table 3 presents the elastic modulus for each set of FT-cycles calculated using six different 
approaches as outlined in section 4.2. The values were calculated for the uniaxial loading only, 
averaging samples of identical FT-cycles. 

Table 3: Shear modulus values for the cylindrical phantoms of the material characterization, 
calculated using six different numerical approaches based on different constitutive models. The 
chosen mean linear elastic modulus is highlighted in blue.  

FT 𝑬𝟎 [kPa] 𝑬� [kPa] 𝑬𝟎𝑵𝑯 [kPa] 𝑬𝑵𝑯������ [kPa] 𝑬𝟎𝑴𝑹 
[kPa] 

𝑬𝑴𝑹������ [kPa] 

1 5.7 ± 3.3 6.0 ± 3.5 5.7 ± 3.3 5.7 ± 3.3 3.2 ± 0.5 6.5 ± 4.2 
2 38.7 ± 5.5 40.3 ± 5.3 38.6 ± 5.5 38.7 ± 5.5 32.8 ± 5.8 41.5 ± 5.4  
3 70.4 ± 8.1 76.1 ± 8.0 70.2 ± 8.1 70.5 ± 8.1 61.9 ± 5.3 75.6 ± 7.3 
4 80.1 ± 8.3 84.0 ± 7.2 80.0 ± 8.3 80.2 ± 8.3 74.9 ± 9.2 85.7 ± 8.1 
5 103.5 ± 12.2 107.9 ± 12.4 103.4 ± 12.2 103.7 ± 12.3 95.8 ± 17.7 111.2 ± 11.2 
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Regardless of constitutive approach, the calculated elastic stiffness increased with increasing FT-
cycles (𝑝 < 0.05 for all approaches), changing from approximately 5.5 to 104 kPa when going 
from 1 to 5 FT-cycles. Even though not statistically significant (𝑝 > 0.24 for all FT-cycles), the 
referential Mooney-Rivlin based 𝐸0𝑀𝑅 did render slightly lower values in comparison to the other 
constitutive approaches (creating in average of 15% lower values on elastic stiffness). For all 
measurements, the coefficient of determination, 𝑅2, of 𝑅2 > 0.95, indicating a significant curve-
fit quality for all evaluated constitutive models.  

From these reported negligible differences between different constitutive approaches, 𝐸� was 
chosen as a standard measure for the elastic modulus of the phantom material (additionally based 
on its previous use within material characterisation of PVA [150] as well as computational 
efficiency). For clarity, 𝐸� is highlighted in blue in Table 3.  

Figure 32 presents the differences in retrieved 𝐸� for uniaxial loading and unloading for each set 
of FT-cycle samples respectively. Based on the insignificant changes retrieved between loading 
and unloading (𝑝 = 0.84), the loading curve was considered sufficient in serving as a single 
measure for mechanical properties of the investigated phantom material.  

 

Figure 32: Difference in mean linear elastic modulus acquired from loading and unloading curves for 
all set of different FT-cycles, respectively 

Additionally, measurements on the 3FT-phantoms indicated non-significant changes in retrieved 
values of 𝐸� when increasing the applied strain rate from 1 to 10 mm/min (𝑝 = 0.82), as 
presented in Figure 33.  
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Figure 33: Change in mean linear elastic modulus of the cylindrical 3FT-phantoms with changing 
strain rate.  

When performing identical uniaxial compression tests on the same samples after 1 and 3 months 
of storage respectively, no significant changes in 𝐸� were observed for any of the investigated set 
of different FT-samples (𝑝 > 0.71 for all FT-cycles), as presented in Figure 34.  

 

Figure 34: Change in mean linear elastic modulus after 1 and 3 months storage time, respectively 

ii) Poisson’s Ratio 

The Poisson’s ratio of the investigated PVA phantoms was found equal to approximately 0.47, 
with no significant changes observed with changing FT-cycles. Figure 35 compares the Poisson’s 
ratio to the number of increasing FT-cycles, with the theoretical value representing a perfectly 
incompressible material (𝑣 = 0.5) high-lighted in red.  
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Figure 35: Measured Poisson’s ratio for the cylindrical phantoms of different FT-cycles, respectively. 
The red line indicates the theoretical value of incompressibility (𝒗 = 0.5). 

iii) Mass Density 

Figure 36 shows the mass density as a function of the changing number of FT-cycles, retrieved 
from measurements according to Archimedes’ principle. The mass density of the PVA phantoms 
increased with increasing FT-cycles, ranging from approximately 1024 to 1096 kg/m3 when 
increasing the FT-cycles from 1 to 5 (𝑝 < 0.05). From these results, individual values on mass 
density were used for each specific set of different FT-cycle phantoms in the accuracy assessment 
study.  

 

Figure 36: Measured mass density for the cylindrical phantoms of different FT-sets, respectively.  

iv) Speed of Sound 

Figure 37 shows an excerpt of the speed of sound assessment, with values for each phantom set 
of different FT-cycles provided at an ultrasonic emission frequency of 7.5 MHz (being identical 
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to the image acquisition frequency of the SWE setup). Within each investigated emission 
frequency, no significant change in speed of sound was registered with increasing FT-cycles (𝑝 > 
0.56). Changing the emission frequency did cause a significant change in speed of sound for the 1 
FT-cycle samples, with the speed of sound increasing from approximately 1486 to 1505 m/s 
when increasing the emission frequency from 1 to 10 MHz (𝑝 = 0.04). However, for all other 
sets of FT-cycles, no significant changes with changing emission frequency were registered (𝑝 > 
0.11).  

 

Figure 37: Speed of sound at an ultrasonic emissions frequency of 7.5 MHz for the all cylindrical 
phantoms of different FT-cycles, respectively. 

5.2. SWE in Different Geometries 

As an initial illustration of the typical outlook of the SWE signal, Figures 38–41 provides an 
example of the B-mode image, axial displacement map, 2D FFT of the dispersion behaviour, as 
well as the retrieved dispersion curves for the different geometries tested, respectively. When 
advancing into the confined geometries, secondary reflective waves become apparent in the axial 
displacement map, being the most pronounced in the thin hollow cylinder. Similarly, the 2D FFT 
and corresponding displacement curve will distort its shape in 𝑘-space, causing increased 
deviations from the proposed Lamb-wave model when going into the thin and thin hollow 
cylinders, respectively.  
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Figure 38: Example of B-mode image (upper left), axial displacement map (upper right), 2D FFT 
(lower left) and dispersion curve with fitted Lamb-wave curve (lower right) for a thick solid cylinder 
phantom.  

 

Figure 39: Example of B-mode image (upper left), axial displacement map (upper right), 2D FFT 
(lower left) and dispersion curve with fitted Lamb-wave curve (lower right) for a plate phantom.  
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Figure 40: Example of B-mode image (upper left), axial displacement map (upper right), 2D FFT 
(lower left) and dispersion curve with fitted Lamb-wave curve (lower right) for the thin solid cylinder.  

 

Figure 41: Example of B-mode image (upper left), axial displacement map (upper right), 2D FFT 
(lower left) and dispersion curve with fitted Lamb-wave curve (lower right) for the thin hollow 
cylinder.  
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Figure 42 presents the elastic shear modulus for the different geometrical phantoms, calculated 
using differing theoretical approaches based on shear wave group and phase velocity, 
respectively. As given in section 4.5., mechanical uniaxial compression tests on the thick 
cylindrical phantoms served as referential value on elastic shear modulus for all different 
geometrical phantoms (within Figure 42, this value is given by the red horizontal line). Following 
the strong deviations retrieved for the phase-velocity, numerical values are provided in Table 4.  

 

Figure 42: Elastic shear modulus of the sets of differently shaped phantoms, calculated using group 
velocity, phase velocity for the whole dispersion curve, and phase velocity for a dispersion curve with 
an introduced lower frequency cut-off of 500 Hz. The red line indicates the referential elastic shear 
modulus, retrieved from uniaxial compression tests on the thick solid cylinders (however valid for all 
geometries, following the identical stress states).  
Table 4: Numerical values of estimated elastic shear modulus for the sets of differently shaped 
phantoms, calculated using group velocity, phase velocity for the whole dispersion curve, and phase 
velocity for a dispersion curve with an introduced lower frequency cut-off of 500 Hz.  

 𝑮 from 𝒗𝒈 
[kPa] 

𝑮 from 𝒗𝒑, all 𝒇 
[kPa] 

𝑮 from 𝒗𝒑, 𝒇 >500 Hz 
[kPa] 

Thick solid 
cylinder 

29.5 ± 0.03 98.4 ± 4.4 121 ± 4.5 

Plate 16.1 ± 0.04 30.1 ± 2.6 38.9 ± 6.7 
Thin solid cylinder 8.54 ± 0.02 28.1 ± 1.7 34.1 ± 2.8 

Thin hollow 
cylinder, upper wall 

7.70 ± 0.15 23.1 ± 2.9 30.6 ± 3.2 

Thin hollow 
cylinder, lower wall 

7.31 ± 0.04 21.0 ± 3.2 31.5 ± 2.4 
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The curve-fitting quality represented by the coefficient of determination, 𝑅2, is given in Table 5. 
Even though not significant for any of the tested phantoms, an increase in 𝑅2 was seen when 
going from a full bandwidth to a cut frequency spectrum, with the increase being most 
prominent for the thin hollow cylindrical phantoms (𝑝 = 0.09 and 0.07 for upper and lower wall, 
respectively).  

Table 5: Coefficient of determination for the least-square Lamb-wave model curve-fit for the phase-
velocity based shear modulus values, estimated for the phantoms sets of different geometries.  

 𝑹𝟐, all 𝒇 𝑹𝟐, 𝒇 >500 Hz 
Thick solid cylinder 0.81 ± 0.15 0.94 ± 0.03 

Plate 0.95 ± 0.04 0.98 ± 0.01 
Thin solid cylinder 0.72 ± 0.18 0.78 ± 0.10 

Thin hollow cylinder, upper 
wall 

0.58 ± 0.20 0.94 ± 0.06 

Thin hollow cylinder, lower 
wall 

0.62 ± 0.17  0.91 ± 0.07 

 

The accuracy of the conducted SWE measurements was evaluated using the relative error in 
calculated elastic shear modulus compared to mechanical tests (for which 𝐸� = 30.5 kPa), see 
Table 6.  

Table 6: Relative error in retrieved elastic shear modulus from SWE measurements using different 
post-processing approaches, compared to the mechanical reference test of the solid cylinder set (being 
valid for all geometries following the identical stress state).  

 Relative error 
from 𝒗𝒈 [%] 

Relative error from 
𝒗𝒑, all 𝒇 [%] 

Relative error from 
𝒗𝒑, 𝒇 >500 Hz [%] 

Thick solid 
cylinder 

3.4 ± 0.1 69.0 ± 4.5 76.0 ± 3.7 

Plate  89.4 ± 0.1 1.3 ± 8.5 21.7 ± 17.3 
Thin solid cylinder 257.0 ± 1.3 8.5 ± 6.0  10.8 ± 8.3 

Thin hollow 
cylinder, upper wall 

296.0 ± 0.2 32.1 ± 12.6 0.5 ± 10.4 

Thin hollow 
cylinder, lower wall 

317.0 ± 0.2 45.1 ± 15.1 3.4 ± 7.6 

 

For the thick solid cylinders a significant increase in relative error was observed when going from 
a group velocity to a phase velocity based post-processing approach (𝑝 < 0.05), with the smallest 
error retrieved from the group velocity. Inversely, a significant decrease in relative error was 
found for the thin hollow cylinders when applying phase velocity based Lamb wave approaches 
(𝑝 < 0.05), with the relative error decreasing even further when applying a frequency threshold of 
500 Hz (for which mean relative errors below 4 % were reported).  

For the hollow cylindrical phantoms the same significant decrease in relative error was found 
when switching from group velocity to a phase velocity based Lamb wave curve-fitting post-
processing approach (𝑝 < 0.05). However, a slight increase in relative error was reported when 
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introducing a cut-off frequency of 500 Hz for these phantoms, even if not proving statistically 
significant (𝑝 > 0.14 for both phantom sets).  

Based on these results, the frequency cut-off of 500 Hz for the least square Lamb wave curve-
fitting was used to estimate the elastic shear modulus for SWE measurements of the arterial 
phantoms.  

5.3. Accuracy Assessment 

Referential values on elastic shear modulus were retrieved following the procedure outlined in 
section 4.4., however due to rupture at higher pressures, the 2FT-cycle phantoms could only be 
tested at a pressure of 60 mmHg. Figure 43 gives an overview of the mechanical response of a 
tested arterial phantom with 1-5 FT-cycles at different pressures.  

 

Figure 43: Typical example of stress-strain behaviour of an arterial phantom at increasing intraluminal 
pressure, 𝑝, and axial stretch, 𝜆.  

With the mechanical testing serving as a gold-standard measure for the arterial phantoms, the 
mean elastic shear moduli ranged from 27.7 to 87.0 kPa for the entire dataset. An increased 
amount of FT-cycles at a given intraluminal pressure generated a significant increase in retrieved 
elastic shear modulus (𝑝 < 0.05) for all phantoms. For a given phantom set, increasing the 
intraluminal pressure did similarly increase the retrieved elastic shear modulus, however with 
results not being statistically significant for the 4 FT-cycle phantoms (𝑝 = 0.08). Summarized 
results of the mechanical testing (together with subsequent elastography measurements) are 
provided in Figures 45–48, with corresponding numerical values in Table 7. For a review of the 
entire dataset, see Appendix C. 

Subsequent elastic shear modulus values based on elastography measurements were retrieved 
using the outlined procedure in section 4.6. The dataset consisted of three repeated pushing 
sequences, the division of left and right propagating shear waves, measurements on upper and 
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lower arterial phantom wall, as well as different static intraluminal pressures, creating a total set of 
576 data points.  

Figure 44 provides an example of the frequency spectrum before and after applying the 
introduced frequency cut-off of 500 Hz.  

 

Figure 44: Example of measured dispersion curve data for (a) entire frequency bandwidth, and (b) 
with an introduced lower cut-off frequency of 500 Hz. The blue line represents the iterated least-
square-fitted Lamb-wave curve whereas the red dots represent the measured SWE data.  

Figures 45–48 presents the calculated values of shear elastic modulus for upper and lower wall 
for each phantom, at each specific intraluminal pressure. Summarised numerical values are 
provided in Table 7. The entire SWE assessment generated a dataset with elastic shear modulus 
values ranging from approximately 23 to 108 kPa. A significant increase in elastic modulus with 
increasing FT-cycles and increasing pressures, respectively, was reported (𝑝 < 0.05 in both cases). 
Additionally, no consistent statistical trend was found differing the upper and lower wall 
measurements from each other. Specific numerical values for the entire dataset are provided in 
Appendix C.  
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Figure 45: Elastic shear modulus for the arterial phantoms of different FT-cycles at an intraluminal 
pressure of 60 mmHg, with values displayed from SWE measurements of upper wall, lower wall and 
from the mechanical testing, respectively.  

 

Figure 46: Elastic shear modulus for the arterial phantoms of different FT-cycles at an intraluminal 
pressure of 80 mmHg, with values displayed from SWE measurements of upper wall, lower wall and 
from the mechanical testing, respectively. 
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Figure 47: Elastic shear modulus for the arterial phantoms of different FT-cycles at an intraluminal 
pressure of 100 mmHg, with values displayed from SWE measurements of upper wall, lower wall and 
from the mechanical testing, respectively. 

 

Figure 48: Elastic shear modulus for the arterial phantoms of different FT-cycles at an intraluminal 
pressure of 120 mmHg, with values displayed from SWE measurements of upper wall, lower wall and 
from the mechanical testing, respectively. 
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Table 7: Numerical values on elastic shear modulus for the arterial phantoms tested at different 
intraluminal pressures, corresponding to Figures 45-48. Note that all values are given in kPa. 

  2 FT,  
𝑮 [kPa] 

3 FT,  
𝑮 [kPa] 

4 FT,  
𝑮 [kPa] 

5 FT,  
𝑮 [kPa] 

60 mmHg SWE, 
upper wall 

25.1 ± 0.9 40.4 ± 2.4 58.5 ± 1.2 55.9 ± 6.3 

SWE, 
lower wall 

26.4 ± 2.3 41.6 ± 2.7 62.8 ± 2.7 60.1 ± 7.7 

Mechanical 
testing 

27.7 ± 2.3 43.7 ± 4.5 58.3 ± 7.0 63.0 ± 2.6 

80 mmHg SWE, 
upper wall 

- 49.8 ± 4.4 60.6 ± 6.2 66.8 ± 4.0 

SWE, 
lower wall 

- 50.3 ± 2.3 70.0 ± 9.3 68.3 ± 4.2 

Mechanical 
testing 

- 52.0 ± 3.6 66.7 ± 8.5 72.7 ± 7.1 

100 mmHg SWE, 
upper wall 

- 53.3 ± 4.7 71.0 ± 6.3 75.3 ± 5.2 

SWE, 
lower wall 

- 56.3 ± 0.6 74.9 ± 8.5 74.1 ± 4.0 

Mechanical 
testing 

- 62.0 ± 2.6 75.7 ± 7.0 78.7 ± 5.5 

120 mmHg SWE, 
upper wall 

- 62.6 ± 10 81.9 ± 5.4 81.0 ± 2.5 

SWE, 
lower wall 

- 64.3 ± 7.9 80.1 ± 15 94.0 ± 13 

Mechanical 
testing 

- 67.0 ± 5.7 75.0 ± 10 87.0 ± 2.6 

 

The accuracy of the SWE setup was evaluated by assessing the relative difference in retrieved 
elastic shear modulus between the elastography and mechanical measurements, denoted as the 
relative error of the acquired measurements, with numerical data provided in Table 8.  

Table 8: Relative error in retrieved elastic shear modulus from SWE measurements compared to the 
mechanical reference tests. Values are displayed for all combinations of FT-cycles and intraluminal 
pressures.  

  2 FT,  
rel. error [%] 

3 FT,  
rel. error [%] 

4 FT,  
rel. error [%] 

5 FT,  
rel. error [%] 

60 mmHg Upper wall 13.3 ± 8.3  12.5 ± 12 9.2 ± 7.3  12.6 ± 2.5 
Lower wall 4.6 ± 0.4  12.4 ± 2.0 9.3 ± 8.4 5.1 ± 3.1 

80 mmHg Upper wall - 4.5 ± 3.4 10.0 ± 7.3 8.6 ± 6.1 
Lower wall - 10.6 ± 3.5 6.4 ± 2.9 6.3 ± 4.5 

100 mmHg Upper wall - 16.7 ± 6.7 6.5 ± 2.1 4.5 ± 3.5 
Lower wall - 10.0 ± 4.3 4.7 ± 1.4 8.7 ± 7.5 

120 mmHg Upper wall - 9.2 ± 8.5 12.2 ± 11.0 7.4 ± 0.7 
Lower wall - 5.4 ± 4.8 7.8 ± 7.4 11.2 ± 3.5 
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The relative error did not change significantly when changing the applied static intraluminal 
pressure in any of the phantoms sets (𝑝 > 0.8 for all FT-cycles), with higher and lower relative 
errors being reported for both 60 and 120 mmHg of different phantoms, respectively. Similarly, 
the relative error did not change significantly when changing the number of FT-cycles for a given 
intraluminal pressure (𝑝 > 0.3 for all pressures). Measurements from the upper and lower wall 
did not seem to influence the relative error in any significant way (𝑝 = 0.86). Additionally, 
assessing the absolute difference (visible in Figures 45–48 and Appendix C) showed no signs of 
any systematic over- or underestimation of elastic shear modulus for upper and lower wall 
measurements, respectively. 

Compiling the entire dataset of different pressures and phantoms together, a relative error of in 
average 10 ± 7% was reported for the SWE measurements, using the retrieved mechanical test 
values as reference values. 

For the full dataset, the Lamb wave curve-fitting was performed with an averaged 𝑅2 equal to 
0.78 ± 0.13 and 0.76 ± 0.38 for the upper and lower wall, respectively. 𝑅2 did not change 
significantly with changing pressure (𝑝 = 0.83) or between upper and lower wall (𝑝 = 0.97). 
Additionally, no significant changes were observed in 𝑅2 with increasing FT-cycles (𝑝 = 0.27), 
even though occasional large deviations were observed (such as e.g. at combined large pressures 
and high FT-cycles, see Table 9).  

Table 9: Coefficient of determination for the least-square Lamb-wave model curve-fit for the phase-
velocity based shear modulus values, displayed for all combinations of FT-cycles and intraluminal 
pressures. 

  2 FT, 𝑹𝟐 3 FT, 𝑹𝟐 4 FT, 𝑹𝟐 5 FT, 𝑹𝟐 
60 mmHg Upper wall 0.89 ± 0.07 0.77 ± 0.13 0.74 ± 0.07 0.78 ± 0.08 

Lower wall 0.84 ± 0.09 0.75 ± 0.20 0.73 ± 0.02 0.74 ± 0.16 
80 mmHg Upper wall - 0.86 ± 0.06 0.79 ± 0.10 0.77 ± 0.13 

Lower wall - 0.85 ± 0.12 0.79 ± 0.12 0.70 ± 0.37 
100 mmHg Upper wall - 0.80 ± 0.19 0.92 ± 0.02 0.73 ± 0.23 

Lower wall - 0.87 ± 0.13 0.87 ± 0.09 0.85 ± 0.68 
120 mmHg Upper wall - 0.88 ± 0.02 0.76 ± 0.10 0.67 ± 0.23 

Lower wall - 0.93 ± 0.02 0.87 ± 0.05 0.54 ± 0.51 
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6. Discussion 

The main purpose of this study has been to investigate the accuracy of an in-house elastography 
setup for arterial applications by the use of mechanical testing. For this, specific mechanical and 
elastography fixation devices were designed in order to test arterial PVA-phantoms with a 
combination of intraluminal pressurization and applied axial load, thus correlating the apparent 
stress-state of the two setups to each other as well as mimicking the in-vivo mechanical 
configuration of a pressurized carotid artery. In addition, the post-processing of the retrieved 
elastography signal was implemented using a Lamb-wave based model of wave propagation in 
order to increase the accuracy of the assessment of apparent stiffness of the phantom material. 
With this, a good correlation between elastography and mechanical measurements was achieved 
with an average relative error of 10% for the SWE measurements; independent of applied 
intraluminal pressure or number of performed FT-cycles (validating an elastic shear modulus 
range between 23 and 108 kPa). Implementing elastography based methods into arterial 
diagnostics may provide a better understanding of fundamental biomechanical features of the 
cardiovascular system as well as enable a more quantitative investigation and characterisation of 
potential pathological changes within the human circulatory system.  

6.1. Phantom Material Characterisation 

Initially, a material characterisation of the PVA-cryogel was performed to better understand the 
fundamental behaviour of the phantom material, as well as to serve as a referential input for the 
subsequently performed accuracy assessment. The material characterization indicated a significant 
increase in mechanical shear stiffness with increasing FT-cycles, ranging from 5.5 to 104 kPa 
when increasing the number of FT-cycles from 1 to 5 (see Table 3). The reported trend correlates 
well with previously reported results on the elastic stiffness of PVA [150], although differing 
slightly in reported absolute values. These differences may be attributed to slight differences in 
batch composition, freezing/thawing temperatures, FT-cycle durations or sample geometries, 
which have been shown to influence the apparent stiffness of PVA cryogel samples [150, 160, 
166]. Additionally, the material characterisation measurements on elastic stiffness indicated no 
significant difference between the six proposed constitutive models; a fact that follows intuitively 
from the linearity of the stress-strain curves in Figure 31. From this, the mean linear elastic 
modulus was chosen as a standard measure of elastic modulus for the subsequent measurements, 
partially for its previous use within mechanical measurements of PVA elastic properties [150] as 
well as its computational efficiency in comparison with the proposed hyperelastic constitutive 
models. Additionally with the similarities in retrieved mechanical properties in mind, the 
hyperelastic models were discarded as such would require additional measurements of radial 
displacement for the mechanical testing of the tubular phantoms in the accuracy assessment.  

The Poisson’s ratio of the investigated PVA phantoms in the material characterisation study was 
found equal to approximately 0.47, with no significant changes observed with changing FT-
cycles. The reported values correspond very well with previous studies [150, 167] and firmly 
justify the applicability of theories of incompressible materials (within e.g. post-processing of the 
shear wave signal) for the present PVA phantoms. Measurements of mass density indicated a 
significant increase in such with an increasing number of FT-cycles, with values once again 
corresponding to previous measurements [84]. Slight discrepancies may be accounted by 
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relatively inexact measurements of changes in water height during the performed measurements 
based on Archimedes’ principle, as outlined in section 4.2.   

Finally concerning the material characterisation study, the speed of sound within the PVA 
phantoms was assessed using an ultrasonic pulse-echo method. The measured values indicated a 
slight increase in speed of sound with emitting ultrasonic pulse frequency (being significant only 
for the 1 FT samples with 𝑝 = 0.04). However, in comparison to previously reported data, a 
slight underestimation of speed of sound was found [84, 160]. Surrey et al [160] did however 
perform speed of sound measurements in water baths of approximately 22 °C with phantoms 
being thawed differently depending on phantom dimensions, wherefore such apparent 
differences in manufacturing and measuring may account for the reported measurement 
discrepancies. Similarly, differences in the manufacturing procedure may account for the slight 
data mismatch in comparison with the study of Fromageu et al [84], where phantoms were 
continuously frozen and thawed in a compartment of varying temperature. Important to note is 
that the range of measured values of speed of sound corresponds well with reported speed of 
sound within human soft biological tissue [168], underlining the adequacy of PVA as a useable 
phantom material for ultrasonic measurements. 

6.2. SWE in Different Geometries  

To investigate the influence of geometrical boundaries on the shear wave propagation and 
estimated elastic shear modulus for the accuracy assessment, a pre-study on SWE in different 
geometries was performed. As given in Figure 42 and Table 4, large deviations were retrieved 
between the different theoretical methods used to calculate apparent elastic shear modulus for 
the different phantoms. The group velocity of the travelling shear wave only sufficed in 
measuring the elastic shear modulus of the thick solid cylinder (relative error: 3.4 %) whereas for 
all other geometries, significant relative errors of above 100 % were found. Based on assumptions 
of an infinite propagation medium, the reported deviations for the group velocity based values 
are not unexpected. The axial displacement maps for the different geometries (Figures 38–41) 
indicate reflective waves present within the confined geometries, clearly violating the assumptions 
of an infinite propagation medium. As reported in Table 6, the relative error decreased 
significantly for all confined geometries when applying Lamb-wave based theories of wave 
propagation, with the smallest relative error for the plate-shaped phantoms (1.3 %). For the thin 
hollow cylinders (identical to the arterial phantoms manufactured for the accuracy assessment) 
the relative error decreased even further when introducing a cut-off frequency of 500 Hz (relative 
error: 0.5 and 3.4 % for upper and lower wall, respectively). The increase in accuracy in the 
assessed elastic stiffness of the thin hollow cylinders when introducing a frequency cut-off is 
reflected in the presented dispersion curve data in Figure 41, with the main deviations between 
experimental and theoretical data being reported at low frequencies. Additionally, this behaviour 
is emphasised by the increase in 𝑅2 for the thin hollow cylinder when switching from a full to a 
partial frequency-spectra (data given in in Table 5).  

The differences between the experimental and the theoretical values for the thin hollow cylinders 
may be explained by the nature of the wave propagation, where low-frequency waves will 
interfere differently with the macroscopically curved tubular structure than high-frequency waves. 
At sufficiently high frequencies, the propagating wave will no longer be influenced by the 
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curvature of the hollow cylinder (following the significant difference between cylinder 
dimensions and wavelength), and will instead propagate following plate-based propagation 
theories, correlating well with the dispersion behaviour proposed in equation 45 (derived initially 
by Bernal et al [122]). This reasoning corresponds to that of Couade et al [14], where a frequency 
cut-off of 1000 Hz was recommended to fit tubular wave propagation to plate-based theories. 
Within the current study, a lower cut-off was however chosen following the substantial wave-
attenuation of the PVA phantoms at high frequencies. Initially chosen as the half-bandwidth of 
the measured signal, the cut-off used within the present study is justified by the well-correlated 
data in the thin hollow cylinders in the accuracy assessment pre-study on different phantom 
geometries.  

For the study of SWE in different geometries it is worth mentioning that mechanical uniaxial 
compression tests on the thick solid cylinders alone did serve as a referential value for all tested 
phantoms. However, as all phantoms were tested in an unloaded configuration the elastic shear 
modulus will be intrinsic and independent of apparent geometrical shape. Therefore, tests on the 
solid cylinders could sufficiently describe the mechanical properties of the plate, thin solid 
cylinder, and thin hollow cylinder phantoms, respectively. From this, individual mechanical 
measurements on the different geometrical phantoms were regarded unnecessary, especially when 
taking into account that such mechanical tests would require additional sets of specifically 
optimised fixation devices.  

6.3. Accuracy Assessment 

The accuracy assessment of the arterial phantoms resulted in an average relative error of 
approximately 10% for the entire dataset. The reported error was seemingly randomly distributed 
in response to the gold-standard mechanical test value, with no systematic over- or 
underestimation of the elastic shear modulus reported for neither the upper nor the lower vessel 
wall. Even though recent findings indicate a slight change in SWE stiffness estimation with 
spatial depth [169], no significant difference was observed between upper- or lower-wall 
measurements underlining the flexibility of the SWE setup. To potentially investigate influencing 
depth-effects further, measurements with phantoms being subsequently rotated between single 
measurements (thus changing the apparent upper and lower wall position) could be performed. 
However, this was beyond the scope of the presented work. As within the material 
characterisation study, the mechanically measured apparent elastic stiffness of the arterial 
phantoms increased with increasing pressure. Similar effects were obtained with increasing 
pressures, underlining the strain-stiffening nature of the used PVA cryogel as well as showing a 
clear resemblance to the mechanical behaviour of human arterial tissue. No significant changes in 
relative error were found with respect to changes in FT-cycles or applied outer loads, with the 
average error staying constant for all pressures and FT-cycles, respectively. Based on the size of 
the investigated dataset with a total of 576 measurement points, the results indicate a significant 
robustness and effectiveness of the implemented SWE setup. Using the developed fixation box 
and post-processing procedure provided for the SWE setup, this study indicates that accurate 
measurements of elastic shear stiffness can be performed on arterial phantoms with a relative 
error of 10 %, with an applicability range of approximately 23 to 108 kPa. With the provided 
mechanical fixation device, future potential validations of other materials of stress states are 
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enabled, with the setup proving potentially useful in application ranges outside the scope of the 
present study.  

Justified by the pre-study on SWE in different geometries, the dispersion curve data of the 
arterial phantoms were analysed with a low cut-off frequency equal to 500 Hz. As given in Table 
9, the quality of the Lamb-wave fit was determined by an average 𝑅2 = 0.77 for the entire 
dataset. However, occasional larger deviations were measured at combined high pressures and a 
higher number of FT-cycles, with the 5FT-cycle phantoms showing the largest deviations in fit 
quality at 120 mmHg (𝑅2 = 0.54 ± 0.51). Even though the change could not be statistically 
validated, this slight deterioration in fit quality for the given phantoms may be explained by the 
observed increased apparent stiffness of the phantom set [122]. With a pre-defined temporal 
resolution of 8000 fps for the SWE setup, an increase in shear modulus of 20 to 100 kPa will 
result in a significant decrease in the amount of pixels from which shear wave propagation 
information can be retrieved (decreasing in average from 24 to 8 pixels for the suggested shear 
modulus increase). This decrease in the ratio between temporal resolution and wave speed will 
increase the influence of potential background noise or tissue inhomogeneities, and will 
consequently affect the quality of the retrieved IQ data (to overcome this, future measurements 
at a higher pulse repetition frequency would be advised). 

Previous studies have been performed to assess the accuracy of ultrasonic-based shear strain 
mapping [82, 170, 171], but few have performed similar assessments on direct SWE-based shear 
modulus measurements. Pulse wave propagation in tubular vessels have been assessed in-silico in 
finite element (FE) based models [172-174], as have some experimental validation of 
elastography measurements been performed on skeletal muscle [175], as well as on homogeneous 
solid body tissue [50, 84, 85]. For arterial applications, only a few studies exist where the accuracy 
of the performed elastography measurements has been assessed. Bernal et al [15] reported well-
correlated values when performing shear wave dispersion ultrasound vibrometry (SDUV) tests on 
arterial urethane samples embedded in gelatine. In this study however, the validation was only 
performed for phantom tubes without any intraluminal pressure, significantly simplifying the 
apparent stress state of the investigated phantom. In another study, Lopata et al [87] assessed the 
accuracy of elastography measurements on porcine arteries at several intraluminal pressures by 
comparing these to mechanical biaxial tensile tests, indicating an accuracy level of 10% for the 
retrieved elastography measurements. However, the study did not include any wave propagation 
analysis, but did instead use the ultrasonic signal to record the radial stretch of the artery by a 
manual speckle-tracking procedure. With this in mind, the presented work represents one of the 
first full assessments of the accuracy of an implemented SWE setup for arterial applications. With 
the performed validation, direct and automated elastography measurements on elastic shear 
modulus can be performed on tubular vessels in a static in-vitro setup, with a confidence level 
being represented by the accuracy limit of 10%. The presented results provide initial justification 
for the use of direct SWE-based measurements within arterial applications and does, with the 
provided mechanical setup, enable for future accuracy assessments to be performed, if more 
complex materials or mechanical configurations are to be tested.  
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6.4. Limitations 

There are a number of limitations associated with the present study. Potential differences 
between PVA-batches, introduced contaminations or inhomogeneities, or slight deviations in 
freezing/thawing temperature during the performed FT-cycles may all cause slight differences 
between individual phantoms in one phantom set. However, the accuracy assessment was always 
performed on single phantoms (even though averaged in groups of different FT-cycles), thus 
masking significant effects caused by individual phantom. Additionally, being manufactured in 
different batches, some phantoms were tested after longer storage times than others. However, 
based on the results from the performed material characterisation, ageing effects on the 
mechanical properties of the measured phantoms PVA cryogel was shown almost negligible over 
a time period of 3 months (within which all measurements of the present study were performed).  

The post-processing procedure used within the SWE measurements includes a number of steps 
where errors may occur. The tracking lines chosen right after loading the retrieved IQ data were 
always chosen horizontally within the retrieved B-mode image. If the ROI represented a tilted 
phantom, tracking lines would consequently run at an oblique angle through the measured arterial 
phantom wall. However, with the introduced mechanical pre-stretch as well as with a manual 
adjustment of the image transducer, excessive bulging and tilting of the samples were avoided. 
Thereafter, the axial displacement map is cropped manually in order to isolate the initial and main 
propagating wave within the phantom. However, as seen in the axial displacement map in Figure 
41, the reflected wave did occasionally occur in combination with the initial waves, whereas an 
isolated main wave signal was impossible to retrieve. Instead reflective wave signals would be 
included in the retrieved IQ data, resulting in potential erroneous shifts in the retrieved phase 
velocity dispersion curves. The introduced cut-off frequency for the dispersion curve data is 
furthermore a debatable limitation, based on its empirical nature. Even though justified for the 
tested pre-study thin hollow cylinders, the increasing intraluminal pressure together with the 
change in FT-cycles will have a significant effect on the wave propagation behaviour. As 
discussed, the ratio between temporal resolution and wave speed will decrease with increasing 
phantom material stiffness, and consequently the phase velocity dispersion curve behaviour may 
change. A static frequency cut-off for all phantoms and pressures is preferred in trying to achieve 
a robust SWE-method, however may fail in properly assessing the significant changes in material 
behaviour between different phantoms. Potentially, an automated frequency cut-off based on 
retrieved frequency band width could overcome such issues. Another possibility would be to 
extend the Lamb-wave curve-fitting into theories of tubular wave-guides. However, this would 
increase the theoretical complexity and computational time of the performed measurements. 
Additionally, recent results indicate the presence of higher-order modes in tubular phantoms 
even at relatively low frequencies (< 1000 Hz) [122], wherefore restricting the analysis to the A0-
mode may prove too conservative. Additional higher-order modes may be of clinical relevance 
and reveal relevant physiological information with respect to changes in arterial stiffness. 
However, bearing all of this in mind, the correlation of the results with the mechanical testing, 
indicates that the introduced static cut-off frequency and chosen Lamb-wave based wave 
propagation theories may still serve as a preliminary well-functioning threshold for shear modulus 
assessments.  
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Regarding the mechanical testing, the analysis of elastic properties was restricted to linear 
theories, even though rubber material samples were tested. Using higher-order hyperelastic 
material models may better capture local changes in material stiffness. However, following the 
linearity of the stress-strain behaviour in combination with the performed phantom material 
characterisation where six different constitutive approaches were evaluated, the retrieved elastic 
shear modulus values should be seen as sufficiently valid for the tested material. Additionally, 
potential viscoelastic effects were disregarded throughout the performed study. For the 
mechanical testing, slight viscoelastic effects were investigated in the material characterisation 
when changing the strain-rate of the performed uniaxial compression, with no visible effects 
being reported. However, it is important for the SWE measurements that even though Ostreicher 
derived more complex expressions for the acoustic wave propagation through viscoelastic 
medium [176], it has been shown that within shear wave elastography such effects are negligible, 
following the frequency-dependence of the viscous part of the mechanical material behaviour [64, 
123].  

6.5. Future Outlook 

Looking ahead, the present study represents a foundation on which further developments of 
SWE measurements for arterial applications can continue. The results of this study indicate the 
feasibility of the used SWE setup within tubular shaped phantoms for a broad range of 
mechanical stiffness. Striving towards clinical applicability, the next step would be to extend 
measurements into arterial tissue. Even though additional complexities are introduced from 
potential inhomogeneities, non-isotropic material properties, or an increased non-linear 
mechanical behaviour, the mechanical range covered by the presented accuracy assessment 
include typical values of human arterial tissue [148, 177-179]. For the potential in-vivo application 
of the setup, the broad range of tested phantoms within this study highlights the feasibility of the 
technique. Additionally, with no significant changes being observed between upper and lower 
wall ROIs within the same phantom, the flexibility of the method may prove beneficial in future 
clinical measurements. With this in mind, extending the shear wave tracking within the proposed 
post-processing procedure into tilted or non-straight vessel samples may be vital in order for a 
future clinical implementation of SWE, and should be covered in future studies. Regarding 
upcoming work, introducing non-isotropic tissue into SWE-measurements is an interesting future 
research field, where only early studies on solid non-isotropic bodies such as muscles [180, 181] 
or tendons [182, 183] have been covered in literature. Another important future addition would 
be to advance from a static intraluminal pressure into a propagating intraluminal wave pulse. 
Only preliminary results for such SWE setups have been performed [14], however understanding 
the change in mechanical properties during dynamic pressure loading may provide important 
insights into fundamental properties of arterial tissue as well as reveal mechanisms of pathological 
change. Similarly, extending the proposed setup into assessing tissues with differing mechanical 
properties, typically in arterial applications in the form of atherosclerotic plaque identification and 
characterisation, may prove vital for the applicability and future clinical implementation of SWE.   
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7. Conclusion 

The presented work represents one of the first full in-vitro assessments of the accuracy of SWE 
for arterial applications, by using a developed mechanical testing setup from which referential 
values on elastic shear modulus were retrieved. To refine the retrieved values, the used SWE 
setup was additionally optimised by creating a specific fixation box for the mounting of the 
arterial phantoms, as well as by refining the numerical post-processing of the wave signal by 
Lamb-wave based theories of acoustic wave propagation. Using the two setups, direct and 
automated elastography measurements on elastic shear modulus was performed on tubular 
vessels in a static in-vitro setup with an accuracy limit of 10 % within a tested elastic shear 
modulus range of 23 to 108 kPa. The retrieved accuracy limit was proven valid over a set of 
different intraluminal pressures, FT-cycles, as well as for upper and lower wall ROIs of the tested 
arterial phantoms, respectively, all highlighting the feasibility and flexibility of the implemented 
SWE setup for arterial applications.   

The phantom material characterization study indicated a significant increase in mechanical 
stiffness with increasing FT-cycles, as did they validate initial assumptions of incompressibility. 
Additionally, the study provided input values on mass density and speed of sound for the main 
accuracy assessment.   

SWE measurements on differently shaped phantom samples highlighted the need for proper 
post-processing procedures, with the wave propagation being clearly influenced by increased 
geometrical confinements. The results showed that group-velocity based theories of wave 
propagation could not sufficiently describe the nature of the shear wave within arterial phantoms. 
Instead, phase-velocity based dispersion curves with an introduced lower cut-off frequency had 
to be used in combination with a Lamb-wave based curve-fitting procedure in order to achieve 
accurate measurements of elastic shear modulus for the arterial phantom.  

The results of this study show that quantitative measurements of the mechanical properties of 
arterial phantoms can be performed using SWE. The optimised accuracy assessment setup also 
enables potential future validations of more complex material or loading configurations, with the 
setup proving possibly useful in application ranges outside the scope of the present work. With a 
future implementation of SWE based measurements in-clinics, a more in-depth understanding of 
the mechanical behaviour of arterial tissue and pathologies may be achieved, proving potentially 
vital in future patient health care and diagnostics.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A – SWE Fixation Box 

Figures 49–51 gives technical details of the designed SWE fixation box (all drawings made in 
PTC Creo CAD software).  

 

Figure 49: Exploded view of SWE fixation box. 
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Figure 50: Overivew sketch of SWE fixation box. 
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Figure 51: Technical sketch of SWE fixation box. 
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Appendix B – Mechanical Fixations 

Figures 52–54 gives technical details of the designed mechanical fixations. The two fixations were 
designed specifically for the upper and lower mounting of the used testing machine (all drawings 
made in PTC Creo CAD software). 

 

Figure 52: Exploded view of mechanical fixations.  
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Figure 53: Technical sketch of lower mechanical fixation. 
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Figure 54: Technical sketch of upper mechanical fixation 
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Appendix C – Accuracy Assessment 

Table 10–13 presents the numerical results of the accuracy assessment study, with upper and 
lower wall values calculated as a weighted average of the left and right propagating shear wave, as 
well as for the three separate pushing lines within a given single measurement.  

Table 10: Numerical values of estimated shear elastic modulus from mechanical and SWE testing, 
respectively, for the phantom set of 2FT-cycles. Values are displayed separately for upper and lower 
wall ROIs. Additionally, the coefficient of determination of the least-square Lamb wave-model curve-
fit is given in the right-most column.  

Phantom Pressure 
[mmHg ] 

Wall 𝑮 – Mech. 
test [kPa] 

𝑮 – SWE 
[kPa] 

𝑹𝟐 

1 - 2FT 60 Upper 29.0 24.8 0.85 
Lower 29.0 27.8 0.89 

2 - 2FT 60 Upper 29.0 24.3 0.86 
Lower 29.0 27.7 0.89 

3 - 2FT 60 Upper 25.0 26.0 0.98 
Lower 25.0 23.8 0.74 

 

Table 11: Numerical values of estimated shear elastic modulus from mechanical and SWE testing, 
respectively, for the phantom set of 2FT-cycles. Values are displayed separately for upper and lower 
wall ROIs. Additionally, the coefficient of determination of the least-square Lamb wave-model curve-
fit is given in the right-most column.  

Phantom Pressure 
[mmHg ] 

Wall 𝑮 – Mech. 
test [kPa] 

𝑮 – SWE 
[kPa] 

𝑹𝟐 

1 - 3FT 60 Upper 39.0 41.3 0.77 
Lower 39.0 43.5 0.69 

80 Upper 48.0 45.8 0.91 
Lower 48.0 53.3 0.72 

100 Upper 59.0 48.3 0.92 
Lower 59.0 56.2 0.72 

120 Upper 61.0 51.5 0.90 
Lower 61.0 55.5 0.90 

2 – 3FT 60 Upper 44.0 42.2 0.68 
Lower 44.0 38.5 0.97 

80 Upper 53.0 49.2 0.79 
Lower 53.0 46.3 0.96 

100 Upper 64.0 43.8 0.90 
Lower 64.0 57.0 0.98 

120 Upper 68.0 63.2 0.88 
Lower 68.0 68.8 0.95 

3 – 3FT 60 Upper 48.0 37.7 0.51 
Lower 48.0 42.7 0.59 

80 Upper 55.0 54.5 0.87 
Lower 55.0 51.2 0.86 

100 Upper 63.0 57.7 0.59 
Lower 63.0 55.8 0.91 

120 Upper 72.0 73.2 0.85 
Lower 72.0 69.0 0.93 
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Table 12: Numerical values of estimated shear elastic modulus from mechanical and SWE testing, 
respectively, for the phantom set of 2FT-cycles. Values are displayed separately for upper and lower 
wall ROIs. Additionally, the coefficient of determination of the least-square Lamb wave-model curve-
fit is given in the right-most column.  

Phantom Pressure 
[mmHg ] 

Wall 𝑮 – Mech. 
test [kPa] 

𝑮 – SWE 
[kPa] 

𝑹𝟐 

1 - 4FT 60 Upper 59.0 59.5 0.71 
Lower 59.0 62.7 0.78 

80 Upper 67.0 57.3 0.65 
Lower 67.0 64.8 0.28 

100 Upper 75.0 72.0 0.77 
Lower 75.0 79.0 0.72 

120 Upper 80.0 81.3 0.33 
Lower 80.0 95.7 -0.03 

2 – 4FT 60 Upper 51.0 58.8 0.87 
Lower 51.0 62.8 0.53 

80 Upper 58.0 56.7 0.91 
Lower 58.0 63.8 0.92 

100 Upper 69.0 64.3 0.94 
Lower 69.0 65.2 0.91 

120 Upper 63.0 87.7 0.82 
Lower 63.0 65.3 0.94 

3 – 4FT 60 Upper 65.0 57.2 0.75 
Lower 65.0 63.0 0.96 

80 Upper 75.0 57.7 0.77 
Lower 75.0 80.3 0.91 

100 Upper 83.0 76.8 0.48 
Lower 83.0 80.5 -1.38 

120 Upper 82.0 76.8 0.86 
Lower 82.0 79.2 0.73 
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Table 13: Numerical values of estimated shear elastic modulus from mechanical and SWE testing, 
respectively, for the phantom set of 2FT-cycles. Values are displayed separately for upper and lower 
wall ROIs. Additionally, the coefficient of determination of the least-square Lamb wave-model curve-
fit is given in the right-most column.  

Phantom Pressure 
[mmHg ] 

Wall 𝑮 – Mech. 
test [kPa] 

𝑮 – SWE 
[kPa] 

𝑹𝟐 

1 - 5FT 60 Upper 55.0 48.8 0.67 
Lower 55.0 51.2 0.74 

80 Upper 65.0 62.3 0.75 
Lower 65.0 64.3 0.66 

100 Upper 75.0 70.0 0.94 
Lower 75.0 71.2 0.86 

120 Upper 85.0 79.7 0.67 
Lower 85.0 79.2 0.88 

2 – 5FT 60 Upper 65.0 58.0 0.82 
Lower 65.0 64.0 0.75 

80 Upper 74.0 69.8 0.90 
Lower 74.0 67.8 0.87 

100 Upper 85.0 80.3 0.90 
Lower 85.0 72.5 0.96 

120 Upper 90.0 83.8 0.87 
Lower 90.0 105.0 0.82 

3 – 5FT 60 Upper 69.0 61.0 0.76 
Lower 69.0 65.0 0.72 

80 Upper 79.0 68.3 0.72 
Lower 79.0 72.7 0.85 

100 Upper 76.0 75.7 0.94 
Lower 76.0 78.7 0.78 

120 Upper 86.0 79.5 0.75 
Lower 86.0 97.8 0.92 
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Appendix D – Code for Post-processing 

The following presents an excerpt of the MATLAB code used to fit the retrieved dispersion 
curve or data (denoted loc or loc_right) to a Lamb wave-based wave propagation model. For 
the Lamb wave curve-fitting, an in-house code-structured called through LambWaveCode is used 
to provide theoretical dispersion curve values based in principle on equation 45.  

%% Apply cut-off frequencies on phase velocity 
 
%Make sure working dispersion data is saved in "loc" regardless of RSW 
%or LSW 
if RSW == 1 
    loc = loc_right; 
end 
 
%Apply lower cutoff by searching for change in dispersion data with a 
%relative difference  
for ii = 2:length(loc); 
    if ii < 301; 
        diff = abs(loc(ii)-loc(ii-1)); 
        reldiff = abs(loc(ii)/loc(ii-1)); 
        if reldiff <= 0.5 
            cutlow = ii; 
            break 
        end 
    else 
        cutlow = 1; 
    end 
end 
loc_cutlow = loc; 
     
%Cut dispersion data and Fourier space according to cutlow 
if cutlow > 1 
    loc_cutlow(1:cutlow-1) = 0; 
    m_new = m(:,cutlow-1:end); 
else 
    m_new = m; 
end 
    
%Search for frequency for maximum intensity in Fourier space, then find 
%upper cutoff when intensity has decreased to "int_thres" 
     
int_thres = 0.3; 
[r, k] = size(m_new);   
colmax = zeros(k,1); 
for jj = 1:k 
    colmax(jj) = max(m_new(:,jj)); 
end 
 [maxtot,maxloc] = max(colmax); 
diff2 = colmax./maxtot; 
diff2(diff2 < int_thres) = 0; 
diff2(diff2 == 0) = []; 
 
cuthigh = cutlow + length(diff2); 
loc_cutlowhigh = loc_cutlow; 
loc_cutlowhigh(cuthigh+1:end) = 0; 
 
a = axis; 
loc_cut = loc_cutlowhigh;  
 
%Having applied low and high cutoff, remove corresponding data in 
%dispersion data ("loc_cut").  
if cutlow == 1 
    for kk = 1:length(loc_cut) 
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        if kk == 1 
        else 
            if loc_cut(kk) == 0 
                loc_cut(kk) = 5000; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
else 
    for kk = 1:length(loc_cut) 
        if loc_cut(kk) == 0 
            loc_cut(kk) = 5000; 
        end        
    end 
end 
loc_cut(loc_cut == 5000) = []; 
     
if cutlow == 1 
    freqhigh = length(loc_cut); 
else 
    freqhigh = cuthigh; 
end 
freqband = (cutlow+1):(cutlow+length(loc_cut)); 
 
 
%% Calculate appropriate modulus acc. to Lamb wave theory (plate) 
     
f_min = freqband(1); %Min frequency from provided exp. spectrum 
f_max = freqband(end); %Max frequency from provided exp. spectrum 
c_min = 0.5; % Minimum velocity bound, m/s 
pb = 1.0e3; % Density of fluid, kg/m^3 
 
%Step size = ss 
mu0L = 1e3*(Fit_LC:ss:Fit_HC); 
f_data = 4500; 
     
iterloop = 0; 
for n2 = 1:length(mu0L); 
   f = LambWaveCode(); 
   pos = ones(1,length(f)); 
 
   %Scale exp and theor values to each other 
   freqband_new = zeros(1,length(f_new)); 
   loc_lamb = zeros(1,length(f_new)); 
   loc_lamb_top = zeros(1,length(f_new)); 
   for kk = 1:length(f_new) 
       for ll = 1:length(freqband) 
           if freqband(ll) == f_new(kk) 
               freqband_new(kk) = freqband(ll); 
               loc_lamb(kk) = loc_cut(ll); 
                loc_lamb_top(kk) = loc_cut(ll); 
           end 
       end 
   end 
   loc_lamb(loc_lamb == 0) = []; 
   loc_lamb_top(loc_lamb_top == 0) = []; 
   freqband_new(freqband_new == 0) = []; 
            
   %For cut f > Start_upper_fit, cut theoretical values 
   %accordingly 
   freqband_upper = freqband_new(freqband_new > Start_upper_fit); 
   loc_upper_start = length(loc_lamb_top) - length(freqband_upper) +1; 
   loc_upper_end = length(loc_lamb_top); 
   loc_upper = loc_lamb_top(loc_upper_start:loc_upper_end);             
             
   %Define error as least square sum between exp. data (loc_lamb) 
   %and theoretical values (cp_new) 
   % 
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   %Full spectrum 
   errormean(iterloop) = (1/length(cp_new))*sum((loc_lamb-cp_new).^2); 

 errormean_upper(iterloop) = (1/length(cp_upper))*sum((loc_upper   cp_upper).^2); 
end 
 
[minval_full, minpos_full] = min(errormean); 
G_total(iterlines) = mu0L(minpos_full)/1e3; 
 
R2_total_lin(i) = R2_total; 
R2_upper_lin(i) = R2_upper; 
  
%Display output of calculated shear moduli 
disp('---------------------------------------------'); 
disp(' '); 
disp(' '); 
disp('Shear modulus for each pushing sequence, based on Lamb wave theory:') 
disp(' '); 
for kk = 1:length(G_total) 

disp(['Pushing sequence ' num2str(kk) ' , Shear modulus (total): ' 
num2str(G_total(kk)) ' kPa, R^2: ' num2str(R2_total_lin(kk)) ', Shear modulus 
(above ' num2str(Start_upper_fit) ' Hz) : ' num2str(G_upper(kk)) ' kPa, R^2: ' 
num2str(R2_upper_lin(kk))]); 

end 
Gave = mean(G_total); 
Gstd = std(G_total); 
Gave_upper = mean(G_upper); 
Gstd_upper = std(G_upper); 
R2ave_total = mean(R2_total_lin); 
R2ave_upper = mean(R2_upper_lin); 
disp(' '); 
disp(['Average shear modulus (total) for all pushes equal to ' num2str(Gave) ' +- ' 
num2str(Gstd) ' kPa, R^2: ' num2str(R2ave_total)]); 
disp(' '); 
disp(['Average shear modulus (above ' num2str(Start_upper_fit) ' Hz) for all pushes 
equal to ' num2str(Gave_upper) ' +- ' num2str(Gstd_upper) ' kPa, R^2: ' 
num2str(R2ave_upper)]); 
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